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ADMINISTRATION
ANNIK CLAYBROOKE ALLISON, B.A., M.A.
Principal of High School
JOHN WYNNE BARTON, M.A., LL.D.
JOSEPH E. BURK, M.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Faculty
AILEEN WELLS, B.A., M.A.
Assistant to Dean of Faculty
EMMA L SISSON
Acting Dean of Residenc
ALMA PAINE
Registrar
W. V. FLOWERS
Secretary
E. J. SNYDER
Bursar
FRANCES E. CHURCH, B.A.
Librarian
HENRIETTE
^00* Ro
RICHARDSON BRYAN
om and Student Bank
HOME DEPARTMENT
EMMA I. SISSON
Acting Dean of Residence
MRS. J. W. CHARLTON
MRS. SOLON E. ROSE
GRACE McLARIN
Assistants
MARY NEAL
MRS. E. 0. TATE
MRS. ALLEN G. HALL
MRS. MARY LEE JETER
MRS. CHARLIE D. McCOMB
MRS. MINNIE POWELL
MRS. BONA A. NICHOLS
MRS. HAZLE PADGETT
MISS LIDA EDDINS EMMA BOND
Chaperons
FACULTY
Graduate Nurse
RUBY VAN HOOSER
BibU and Religious Education
B.A.. Athens College; Special Student, Scar:
College for Christian Workers; Graduate
Student, University of Chicago, Colum-
bia Un nty
B.A., Ri
OSCIE A. SANDERS
Bible and Religious Education
e Institute; M.A., University of Chicago
ALMA HOLLINGER
Biology
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan; Student,
Michigan Biological Station and Marine
Biological Station, Venice, Cal.
VIRGINIA SMALL
Biology and Physiology
B.A., Butler University; M.A., University of Wiscons
B.S., M.A., George Peabody College for Te,
W. H. HOLLINSHEAD
Chemistry
Ph.G., D.Sc, Vanderbilt University
CATHERINE BERRY
Assistant in Chemistry
B.S., University of Missouri
ELLEN WALLACE
Economics and Sociology
B.S., George Peabody College for Tea
M.A., University of Chicago
OLIVE CARTER ROSS
English. Art History
B.A., University of Nashville; Graduate Student,
Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia University
THEODORA COOLEY SCRUGGS
English
B.A., Weilesley College; M.A., Vanderbilt University
ELLENE RANSOM
English .
B.A., M.A., Vanderbilt University; Graduate Stu-
dent, Columbia University and Yale University
ANNA PUGH
English
B.A., University of Arkansas: M.A., University of
Chicago; Graduate Student, Columbia University
LOUISE LORETZ HERRON
English
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia
University
LINDA RHEA
English
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia
University; M.A., Vanderbilt University
KATHARINE V. LYDELL
English
A.B., Weilesley College
ADELAIDE MERRILL DREW
English
B.A., Mount Holyoke College; M.A., Radcliffe Colleg.
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SUSAN S. SOUBY
/:neli.-h
B.S.. M.A., George Heabody College for Teachers
MARTHA K. ORDWAY
£„lli,h
Ph.B., University of Chicago; M.A., George
Pcabody College for Teachers
VERA L. HAY
English, History
Ph.B., University of Chicago
GLADYS BROOKS
French
B.A., Elmira College; Special Certificate, Univereite de
Lausanne; Graduate Work, University of Chicago
BERTHA M. RUEF
French
A.B., Vassar College; M.A., Vassar College; Diplome
de professeur de francais, Universite de Toulouse
EVELYN FERRY
French
B.A., Mount Holyoke; Graduate Work, Universite de
Grenoble, France, one year. Smith College, one
year; Middlebury School of French
AGNES AMIS
French
B.A., Vandcrbilt University; Diplome de 1' Institut de
Phonetique de 1' Universite de Paris; M.A.,
George Peabody College for Teachers
A.B., Barnard College
MARGARET ROBERSON HOLLINSHEAD
German
B.S., and M.A., Vandcrbilt University
ANNIE CLAYBROOKE ALLISON
Latin
S., M.A., George Peabody College for Teachc
Graduate Work, University of Chicago
MARTHA ANNETTE CASON
ty of Chicago; M.A., Columbia
University
SADIE HARMON
Latin
t-ersity of Kansas; M.A., Uni'
Nebraska
THOMAS B. DONNER
Spanish
THELMA CAMPBELL
Spanish
B.A., University of Arkansas; Graduate Student,
UnivcrsidadNacional de Mexico
BLANCHE HENRY CLARK
B.A., M.A., Duke University
CAROLINE LEAVELL
History
B.S., VanJerbilt University; M.A., Columbia
University
WILMOTH DINNING
History
B.A., Randolph-Macon Woman's College
GERTRUDE CASEBIER
History
B.A., Western Kentucky Slate Teachers College;
Graduate Student, Vanderbilt University
FRANCES E. CHURCH
Library Science
B.A., Missouri State Teachers College; Graduate
Student, Illinois University, Columbia University
NELLIE PYLE MISER
Mathematics
B.A., Huron College; Graduate Student,
University of Chicago
ELIZABETH LOWRY
Afalhematics
B.A., Tennessee College; M.A., George Peabody
College for Teachers
CATHERINE E. MORRISON
Acting Director, School oj Physical Education
Diploma from Posse Gymnasium, Boston; Special
Student, Chaliff School, New York, and Columbia
University
FLORENCE F. GOODRICH
Physical Education
B.S., Hillsdale College; M.S., University of Michigan;
Graduate Student, Michigan State College for
Teachers, Merrill-Palmer School
JANE CARLING
Riding
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.S., University ol
EVELYN JANTZER
Dancing
Graduate, Savaje School of Physical Educati
Graduate, Vcstoff Serova School of Dancing
Artitts and Teachers Courses
MARY M. McETTRICK
Swimming
Graduate, Bouvc School of Physical Education
MARY ELIZABETH CAYCE
Assistant in Athletics and Dancing
B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers
MARGARET FRIERSON HALL
Assistant in C.ymnasium
LAWRENCE GOODMAN
Director, School of Piano
Pupil of Ernest Hutchcson, Josef Lhevinne, s
Sigismund Stojowski; Student at Ferrucio Busoni';
Master School for Pianists, Basel, Switzerland:
Scholarship Pupil, Peabody Conservatory
of Music, Baltimore, .\ld.; Formerly
Teacher of Piano, Von Ende School of
Music, New York City; has con-
certized extensively in United
States; Duo Art Recordings
LOUISE BEST
Piano
Pupil of Ernest Hutchcson and Sigismi
Pupil at Sterns I'nivcrsity, Berlin
Rudolph Gan/.; Theoretical Cour
Inslilutcof Musical Arts, New
nd Stojows
; Pupil of
York
ALICE KANANAUGH LEFTW ICH*
Piano
te, Beethoven Conservatory, St. Louis; Pupil
thur Footc and B. J. Lang, Boston; three
rs in Paris with M. Moszkowski and
Wager Swaync
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HAZEL COATE ROSE
Piano
Pupil of WiUinm H. Sherwood, Glenn Dillard Gunn,
Hein/e; Formerly Teacher of I'iano.
Cosmopolitan School of Music, Indiana-
polis, Ind.
!;S1'K1J.K ROY-SCIIMITZ
J'iano
Pupil of S. B. Mills, Harold von Mickwitz, Joseffy, and
Lhcvinne, New York; Silvio Scionti, ChicaRo;
Otto Nietzel and Steinhauer, Germany
ROBBIE ALLISON SHACK.LEFORD
Malhtmatics
B.A., Vanderbilt University
NELLE MAJOR
Alitlhf mattes
U.S., Geor.-e Peabody College for Teachers
MARY RACHEL NORRIS
Psychology, Education
B.A., M.A., Bryn Mawr College
MARTHA CROCKETT
School Tutor
B.A., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Univc
Pennsylvania
jity of Chicago
t.S., M.A., George Peabody College for TeacI
Special Commercial Student at Simmons Colle
ELISABETH SUTHERLAND
Foods and Cookery
B.S., M.S., University of Wisconsin
HELEN ELIZABETH COBB
Textiles and Clothing
B.S., University of Wisconsin; M.A., Kansas State
Agricultural College
FRANCES G. SWENSON
Assistant in Home Economics
B.S., Iowa State College
MARY WYNNE SHACKELFORD
Director, School oj Art
Iraduate, Art Academy of Cincinnati; Graduat,
Pratt Institute, Department of Fine and Applied
Arts; Special Student, New York School of
Fine and Applied Arts in New York and in Paris
LOUISE GORDON
PAULINE SHERWOOD TOWNSEND
Director, School oj Expression
iraduate, New England Conservatory; Postgradua
Boston School of Expression; Special Courses in
New York, Chicago, and Boston
C.\THARINE A. WINNIA
Expression
raduate, Vanderbilt School of E.xpressi
Academic Student, Vanderbilt Univer
( Irorge Peabody College for Teachers: '
Pauline Sherwood Townsend
AMKl.lE THRONI'-.
of Maurice Aronson, Vi.
Berlin; Sigismund Stojow Ne
MARY DOUTHIT
Piano
ard-Belmont School of Music;
Goodman, Harold von Mickwi
Sigismund Stojowski
CLEMENCE THUSS
duate of Ward-B
hree Years, Instill
Pupil of Estell
Hcrzog, Louif
cof Musical Arts, Ne
Roy-Schmitz, Sij
Robyn, Silvio Scio
of Music
V York;
STETSON HUMPHREY
Director, I'oice Department
raduate, Columbia University and Rochester Con-
ervalory of Music; Private Work in Europe and
America under Heinrich Jacobsen of Dresden and
Vienna; De Rcske Studios of Paris; Ludwig
Wuhlner and Max Henrich of Berlin; Signor
Morille of Milan, and Signor Tanara,
Caruso's Coach; Formerly Director Bos-
ton Music School, and Director Fine
Arts Department Choate School
FLORENCE N. BOYER
f-oice
;udent of Music in Oberlin College; Pupil of Signor
Vananni, Italy; Mesdames de Sales and Bossetti,
Munich; Oscar Seagle and de Reske, Paris
HELEN TODD SLOAN
Foice
apil of George Deane, Boston; Isidore Braggiotti,
Florence, Italy; Gaetano S. de Luca, Nashville;
Herbert Witherspoon; Pedagogical Work
under Frantz Proschowski
IRENE CRANE HUMPHREY
row
tudied at Boston Univ
atory of Music, Bostc
Work in Europe, Twi
Castellano in Milan
nd
iitv. New England Co
School of Music; Pr
Years under Manno
nd Morelli in London;
Private Work in America under Stetson
Humphrey and Oscar Saengar; Formerly with
Philadelphia Grand Opera Company
KENNETH ROSE
yiolin
'upil of McGibeny, Indianapolis; Arthur Hartmann,
Paris; George Lehmann. Berlin; Souky, Prague;
Formerly Teacher, Metropolitan School of
Music, Indianapolis, and Concert Master,
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
LAWRENCE H. RIGGS
Musical Sciences
I.A., Bclcil College; Rhodes Scholar at Oxford Uni-
versity, England; Summer Courses; Chicago Musical
College, Northwestern University School of Music,
and American Institute of Normal Methods;
Graduate of American Institute of Normal
Methods
MARY VENABLE BLYTHE
Sight Playing and Piano
iraduate, St. Mary's Hall, San Antonio; Pupil of
von Mickwitz and Harry Redman, New England
Conservatory
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SENIOR CLASS
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Senior Class, MO-'Jl; Prcsidou's Council,
3g-'31; Stcrct.iry Ohio Club. MO-'Sl; Varsity Hockey,
•30-'31; Varsity Bas<.ball. 29-'30; Active Member
Athletic Association, '29-'30-'31.
Martin, Oi,ivn Triad
President Triad Club, ViO-'j I; Vice President Senior
Class, 30-'31: Varsity Hockey, 'jO-'Jl; Active Member
Athletic Association, •29-'30-'31.
Quaint mi.tture of deep wisdom
Any gay laughter blended into charm.
CRAwroRD, Marian X. L. riv-
•30-'3I; Secretary Senior fM.
She sketched; the vale, the wood, the beach
Grew lovelier for her pencil's shading.
McCoy, Mary Carolyn F. F.
Treasurer Senior Class, '30-'31: Glee Club, '30-'31.
Day Student Treasurer Senior Class, '.U)-'3I; Da
Student Editor Hyphrn, 'iO-'i\.
LLEN, Mary Rose X. L.
Hyphtn Staff, '30-'31; Glee Club, •29-'30.
Anderson, Gladys
Secretary X. L. Club, '30-'31.
When I but think of thee,'
Methlnks all things that lovely be
Are present.
Anderson, Lucy Eas
Wherever she finds herself in life.
She'll make a good addition.
U
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SENIOR CLASS
Secretary Minnesota Club, 'SO-'JI; Clet Club,
•30-'31.
Silence that speaks.
And eloquence of eyes.
Barlow, Amelia Del Ve
Vice President Del Ver Club, '30-'31.
Beasley, Lucille
Glee Club. •29-'30.
For she is tall
And fair to look upo
She is pretty to walk with
And witty to talk with
And pleasant to think on, t
Berry, Nancy Bell Penta Tau
Ever true to her work, her word, her friends.
Blackburn, Josephine . . .
President Oklahoma Club, '30-'31
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SENIOR CLASS
BoATNER, Mary Elizabe
Thy prace, thy more than beau
Shall be an endless theme o( pri
BoLLEN. Jul
Literary Editor Milestones. '30-'31:
Iowa Club, '30-'31; Glee Club, •29-'30; Vice
Wordsmith, '29-'30; French Club, '29-'30-'31
Club, '30-'31.
Bond, Lucy Mae Eccowasin
President Eccowasin Club. '30-'31; Treasurer Day
Student Council, '28-'29; Second Vice President Day
Student Council, '29-'30; Day Student Proctor. •29-'30.
Ah, less less bright—the stars of night
Than the eyes of this radiant girl.
Her willingness to do and help
Must always be admired.
Brooks. Carolyn Anti-Pandon
Wonder of height and breadth and space
Are in her small, delighted face.
Brown. Marion Tri-K
With a happy word for everyone,
A friend to gypsy and to king.
Treasurer Athletic Asi
The rest I have forgotten
'Remembering your smile.
Cameron, Melba Trl-K I
Golden hair like sunlight streaming—
25
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SENIOR CLASS
She's a little tiny thing
With hair of spun yellov
Campbell, Emi:
Elfland's earnest sprite
With wit and sparkling hur
Carroll, Rob
Our ever-present loveline
:c President Freshman Class, '25: President
on Club, •2S-'19-:SO-'il; Varsity Hockey, '29-'30:
ty Basketball. 29-'30; Active Member Athletic
liation, '29-'30-'31.
All the bright beauty God has made
Shines in her, laughing, unafraid.
'resident Athletic Association
las Club, '30-'31; Active Me
tion, 29-'30-'31.
Her voice was ever sof
An excellent thing in v
Her modest look the cottage might adorn
Sweet as the primrose peeps beneath the dawn.
Glee Club. '30-'31; Treasurer Anti-Pandora Club.
"30-'31; Treasurer South Carolina Club. '30-'31;
Active Member Athletic Association, '29-'30-'31.
Coleman, Ann
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SENIOR CLASS
Collins, Martha
Active Member Athle Association, '29-'30-'31
The joy of youth and health her eyes displayed;
And ease of heart, her every look conveyed.
CoLVARD, Annie Osiron
Secretary Osiron Club. '.lO-'.U; French Club, 'lO-'^O-
'31; President French Club, 'jO-'31.
Light of the moon describes her.
Cloud-like, the dainty deity.
Varsity Basketball, '29-'30; Active Member Athle
ssociation, 29-'30'31.
I know that you will follow your road to its farthi
ending.
Singing only the songs your own heart makes
Cheerful, gay, undaunted.
'ox, Marion
Hyphen Staff, '30.
You speak as : who fed on poetry.
Crain, Frances Penta Tau
President Texas Club, '30-'31; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
To those who know thee not, no words can paint.
And those who know thee praise thee, love thee.
CUMMINGS, CaTHLEEN Tti-K
Y. W. C. A. Committee, '30-'31.
Her steps were watched— her dress was noted.
CUVKENDALL, JeAN . . T. C.
President's Council, '30-'31; Chapel Proctor, '30;
French Club, '30-'31; Editor-in-Chief Milestones.
'30-'31; Y. \V. C. A. Committee, '29-'30; Literary
Editor Milestones, '29-'30; Society Editor Hyphen,
'29-'30; VVord8mith,'29-'30-'31; Active Member Athletic
Association, '30-'31.
Clever in a charming way
And seeing beauty everywhere
—
Herself, its true expression.
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SENIOR CLASS
A living worthiness of gold
Proving its value at a momi
Dix, Frances
DuNLAP, Margaret
Glee Club, '29-'30-'31.
You are true to them that come to you.
And coming, they remain beside you.
ElPPER, MarJORIE . .
French Club, '30-'31.
She of smooth and steadfast mind.
Gentle thoughts and highest living.
A life that sends the challenge,
"Welcome, Friend."
President Pcnta Tau Club, 'SO-'Sl; Glee Club. '30-
'31: French Club, •30-'31; President's Council, •30-'31.
Deepest midnight's beauty.
And a star's loveliness-
She has them for her own.
Secretary Mississippi Club, '30-'31.
A portion of all loveliness
Which she has made more lovely.
28
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SENIOR CLASS
FiNNEGAN, Jen Ariston
Treasurer Ariston Club. •29-'30; Day Student
Proctor, '30; President Day Student Council, '30-'31;
Secretary President's Council, '30-'31.
To vou, the world must listen
As we are listening now.
Fleming, Eleanor Ariston
Endowed with rarest gifts
—
Intelligence and knowledge.
' Funk, Kathrvn Tri-K
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '29-'30; Second Vice President
Y. W. C. A., '30-'31; President Indiana Club, '30-'31.
And then, methinks. how sweetly flows
The liquefaction of her clothes.
Glover. Sarah Belle Osiron
A Dresden beauty of rare
Daintiness and charm.
Goldstein, Lillian Osiron
Untroubled depths of friendship and clear thinking.
GooLSBY, Christine Penta Tau
Glee Club. '29-'30; French Club. '30-'31.
Delight in others' joys
Reflected in her living.
GooLSBV, Lucille Penta Tau
Glee Club, '29-'30; French Club. '30-'3I.
She knows where Beauty dwells
And seeks it through her knowledge.
Grizzafd. Helen Ariston
Treasurer Ariston Club. '27-'28; Secretary Ariston
Club. '28-'29; Secretary Freshman Class. '25-'26:
President Junior Middle Class. '28-'29; Treasurer
Senior Middle Class. 29-'30; Vice President Glee
Club. '29-'30; Circulation Manager Hyphrn. 3a
Like another Helen who with burnished crown
Retained the flame of rarest beauty.
29
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SENIOR CLASS
GUENTHER. Hope Osiron
French Club, •I'l-'SO; Vice President French Club,
'30-'31; Vice President Tennessee Club, 'JO-'Jl.
Beloved for her smile, her look.
Her way of speaking gently.
GussTER. Mary Helen
A mind at peace with all who kn
Her undemanding heart.
GwALTNEY, Hattie Ant
Glee Club, 'JO-'SI.
One who stands upright, unafraid.
Hadley, Elizabeth Anti-Pando
President Louisiana Club, 'iO-'Jl.
The lovely langour of a Southern twilight.
Wordsmith. '30-'.n: President Y. W. C. A.. '30-'31:
President's Council, 'SO-'Sl; Glee Club, '29-'30; Y. W.
C. A. Committee, '29-'30.
All the Beauty of Earth's fairest place
Within thy heart, thy mind, thy face.
General Proctor, '30; Secretary Nebraska Club, '30;
Kditor-in-Chief Hvphrn. '30-'31; Glee Club, '29-'30:
President's Council, '30-'3I.
One who stands above the throng.
To rule—a well-loved queen.
Harral, Patty Agora
Treasurer Agora Club, "29-'30; Proctor Senior Hall,
Henschel, Charlotte
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '30-'31.
A damsel of high esteem, and a brow of
May-blossom, and cheeks as fair.
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SENIOR CLASS
llCKMAK, MarV
Secretary T. C. Club, 'iO-'jI.
Her eves as stars of Twilisht fair
Like Twilight's, too, her dusky ha
Treasurer Del Vcr Club. '.iO-'.H.
President Tri-K Club. '30-'31; Glee Club, '19-iO-}\;
Varsity Hockev. '29-'30-'31; Choir. '30-'31; President's
Council. '30-'31; Varsity Basketball. '30-'31; Active
Member Athletic Association. '29-'30-'31.
She is a winsome wee thing
She is a handsome wee thing.
She is a bonny wee thing.
Horner. Daphne
Who stands still true in blan
And falters not at praise.
R, MoRLAIs Agora
Hughes. Mar
A lovely being— a rose with all i
Sweetest petals yet unfolded.
A ladv. nobility is thine, and thy for
Is the reflection of thy nature.
31
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SENIOR CLASS
For she is fair and d<^bo
Insull, Rosemary X.
Treasurer X. L. Club, 'JO-'Jl; Treasurer Oklaho
Club, •30-'31; Fiench Club, '30-'31.
Her air, her manner, all who saw admired.
Irwin, Jane Agora
There is a wonder on her face
Like some enchanted sleeping-place
Full of half shadows on half light.
IviNS, Jean
Hyphen Staff, '30-'31.
She is, herself, of best things the colle
Johnson, Lelia Triad
Vice President Senior Middle Class, '29-'30; Secretary
Triad Club. '30-'31.
Such beauty is so rare a thing.
Johnson, Willie D Triad
Thou hast the fatal gift of Beauty.
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SENIOR CLASS
KciMiNtR, Gretceien DclWr
I'irst \'\cc President Student Council. '30-'3l{ ^^^^^^^^^i^Hi^ ^^'^ > ?
Sponsor School Choir, '30--.n; V. \V. C. A. Colttmittee, ^^^^^^^^^D VlMBB
'29-MO; Glee Club, 'SO-Ml; Secretary Minnesot.T ^^^^^^^^^^^T^ K^HI
Stilled out of her breast, the SOUKS .trose ^^ ^K^^ \B^l -~S
Bathing in streams of liquid melody. ^T^^M^^^^^^ '
'
Kriecer. Ethel Del Ver " "^ JSLV MA
Secretary Kentucky Club, '30-'31; Archery Manager, I *''^BlW .^^H
'30-'31; Glee Club, '29-'30-'31; Choir, '30 '31. ' ~^ JBB^, ^^^^H
Midnight has taken the luster .*" ^^^ ' ^^^^H
Of her dark eyes and hair. ^^ .^^ ^^H
KuNKLE, Susanna A. K. ^^,'^^^r i
Her eye was bright, a well of loi
A spring of light.
Proctor J^^^T ~ ^ ^^^^ V^^^H
Is she not more than painting can express, l^^^^L ""^ - ^^Br^&^^^H
Or youthful poets fancy when they love? S^^/ >»„,„ 4^* ' ^^^JBH
vice President T. C. Club, 30-'31: Glee Club, l^fev \ / X ^^^BT^'i m
'29-'30; French Club. •30-'31; Secretary Iowa Club. ^^^,-i\ / -"^ ^^K /
•30; Treasurer Y. \V. C. A., '30-'31. ^^^^ - li^B *"
Born for success, she seemed with grace ffl^T ^—
.
^^^ *^ '
To win her friends, with Heart
To hold them to herself.
McBane, Irene Tri-K
Vice President Tri-K Club, '29; Vice President
Indiana Club, '30; Orchestra, '29; Y. W. C. A. Com-
mittee, '30-'3 1.
So well she acted all and every part ^^^k
By turns—with that vivacious versatility. '^^^m
MacDonald, May Ariston J^;*;-.;^^
A lassie fair to walk with
And pleasant to know.
McGregor, Bernice A. K.
President A. K. Club. '30-'31; President's Council.
•30-'31.
And still we gajed. and still wond-r grew
That one small head could carry all she knew.
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SENIOR CLASS
McKenzie, Ma
A. K.
Oh. a light heart lives long.
For joy is the keynote to liv
McKiNSTRV, Mildred
Secretary Georgia Club, '29-'30; President Georgia
Club, •iO-'3l: Secretary A. K. Club, 'SO-'JI; President
Glee Club, '30-'31; French Club, '29-'30-'31; Choir,
30-'31.
Her music in my heart 1 bore
Long after it was heard no more.
Mannington, Martha T. C.
Proctor Founders, '30,- Secretary Western Club.
'30; Assistant Business Manager Milestones, '29-'30:
Secretary Student Council, '30-'31; French Club,
'29-'30-'31; Choir, '30-'31.
Martin, Olive
President Triad Club, '30-'3L
Quaint mixture of deep wisdon
And gay laughter blended into
Vice President Nebraska Club, '30-'31; T
F. F. Club, '30-'31.
eliness and truth
Del Ver
ee Club,
Oh, her speaking eye
ER, Ma
Club, •29-'30-'31
'31; Tr
•30-'31; Preside
ber Athletic As
ty Basketball, 29-'30-
K Club, '30; Secretary Y. W. C. A..
1 Club, '30-'31; Active Mem-
29-'30-'3l.
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SENIOR CLASS
Mitchell. Dorvs . .
Glee Club. '29-'30-'31.
MiTCHENER, Frances
Secretary Mississippi Club, '29-'30; Secretary F. F.
Club, '30-'31.
Magnolia trees, plantation days.
With all the charm of modern ways.
And then she danced
Oh Heaven—her dancing!
Morgan, Mary Elimbeth F. F.
French Club, 30-'31; Secretary Louisiana Club,
'29-'30.
Her hair reflects the gold of her heart
So dear to all who know her.
Fashioned so slenderly.
Young, and so fair.
MOULTON, KaTHERINE
Glee Club, '29-'30-'31; Choir, '30-'31.
Paris, Julia Margaret
General Proctor, '30.
She sang and every voice was hushed.
She spoke and every tongue was still.
Parrish, Polly
Circulation Manager Hyphen, '30.
Transparency of light
Reflecting a thousand whii
And gay moods.
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SENIOR CLASS
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ERSON, RlTH X. L.
rcasurcr Indiana Club, '29-'30; Glee Club, '29-'30.
Beneath, a store of quiet thoughts
Disguised by wit and fancy into a charming joy.
President Student Council. '30-'3I; President
President's Council. '30-31; Proctor Fidelity, '30;
Ilyphrn Staff, 29-'30: French Club, '30-'31.
Oh, she sits high in all the people's hearts.
PlTTMAX, Mary Penta Tau
Vice President Te.xas Club, '30-'31: Y. \V. C. A.
Cabinet, •30-'31; Vice President Penta Tau Club, '30.
Let me hear her laughter. Oh, I would have her
Ever so joyous and carefree.
Prinz. Marian A. K.
Treasurer French Club, '30'31; Treasurer Kentucky
Club, '30-'31.
I found deep, tranquil peace within her face.
Soft, langourous summer days, a garden party lady
All the tranquil loveliness of a Southern garden, shady.
President Michigan Club. '30-'31; Wordsmith, '30-
'31; Associate Editor Hyphen, '30-'31.
Her glossy hair was clustered o'er a brow
Bright with intelligence, and fair and smooth.
Vice President Agora Club, 'JO-'Jl; Athletic Manager
Agora Club, '30-'31; Secretary Eastern Club, '30-'31.
Active Member Athletic Association, '29-'30-'3l.
All th' strength of whitened cliffs
Standing ta'l above blue water.
ry Michigan Club. •30-'! I.
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Runn;Ki..Ki,, Kv
Who holds the lamp of llvins high
To seek and find what dwells upon the hdRht
Sanderson. Camille Pcnta T;
Golden hair an aureok-
Above gay moods of living.
SCHEU.MA.-JN, MarG Tri-K
Secretary Athletic Association, '.10-'31: Glee Club,
'30-'..ll; Active Member Athletic Association, '29-
'iO-'il.
Sturdy, straight and fearless
Standing upright, a sportsman true.
ScHRUBB, Marion
Glee Club, '29-'.10-'31; Vice President Wii
Club, 'iO-'il; Co-Chairman Y. W. C. A. Comn
•}o-'n.
She represents the modern days
In clear cut thinking,.steady ways.
President Agora Club, •30-'}\; President's Counc
•30-'31.
A face with gladness overspread
Soft smiles by human kindness bred.
ell,xrs, Dorothy Agora
President North Carolina Club, '30-'31.
Beauty and virtue shine 'round thee.
Brightening each other.
Blended softness of Southern sunshine
With the cold clarity of knowledge.
1^^^^^^ ^"^"^^^S^^ES
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SENIOR CLASS
The twinkle of her laughing eye
Proclaimed her Erin's daughter.
Prcsidc-nt Pennsylvania Club. 'jO-'.^l; Glee Club,
'30-'31; Treasurer Glee Club. '30-'31; Choir, 'JO-'Jl;
French Club, •29-'30-'31.
In her voice re-echoes
Music's high, clear notes.
I hers, and unaffected i
Spalding, Victoria A. K.
Treasurer A. K. Club. '30-'3l; French Club. '29-'30-
'31.
A dauchter of the Gods, divinely tall
And most divinely fair.
Soft peace she brings. where\er she ar
She builds our quiet as we form our li-
President T. C. Club, '30-'31; President's Council,
JO-'il; President Nebraska Club, '30; French Club,
30-'31.
Beautiful she looks, like a tall garden lily.
Pure from the night, and splendid from the day.
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Stebbins, Dor
Proctor Senior Hall, '31
No fla IV revealed
In her being and her doing.
SVDNOR, MaRG Anti-Pandora
TAVt.OR, Anna Bob Penta Tau
Secretary Pcnta Tau Club, '30-"31; Treasurer Texas
Club, •30-'31; Y. \V. C. A. Cabinet, '30-'31; Glee Club.
'30-'31.
'Tis beauty truly blent, whose red and white
Natures own sweet and cunning hand laid on.
Thoma.s. Kmma
It's nice to be natural
When you're naturally nice.
Thornton, Eleanor Agor:
Chapel Proctor, '30; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '29-'30.
Diminutive, perhaps, but strong and fearless
Loving life and living rightly.
Energy and force behind
An unassuming peace.
^
^
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SENIOR CLASS
TwiTTV. Charlotte X. I-.
President X. L. Club. '30-'31; Prcsid<-nt-j Council-
M0-'3l; President Senior Middle Class. '29-'30: Glee
Club. •29-'30; Y. \V. C. A. Committee, '29-'30; French
Club, •29-'30.
She walks in beauty, like the night.
Van Dvke. Ml
As an angel—gentle, loving.
Loving and beloved of all was she
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. '30-'31.
Dark was her hair, her hand was white.
Her voice was exquisitely tender.
VVallin. Lucille Anti-Pandora
Orchestra, 29-'30--31; Glee Club, '29-'30-'31; French
Club, '30-'31.
Catkins. Allie F. F.
President F. F. Club, '31; President's Council, '31.
Watson, Billie Hol
Black hair, fair forehead, clustering locks
Such wealth, such honors, Cupid chooses.
Whittiek. Ma
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SENIOR CLASS
\Vi.,KERS0N, Helen Angkor
Glee Club, •28-'29-'30-'31.
Who has seen far— travelled ways
With far seeing eyes of knowledge.
WOOLF ElINOK A. K.
Her eves were full of liquid light
I nevdr saw a waist so slender.
Zarne. Lucille F. F.
Associate Editor Milestones. 'SO-'Sl; Tennis
Manager. 'SO-'Sl; Hyphrn Staff, '30-'31; Varsity
Hockey. '-30-'31; Active Member Athletic Association.
•29-'30-'31.
There is the feel of wintrv skies
In the blue candor of her' eyes.
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We, the Seniors, sing our Saga
Sing it with a voice of deep praise
—
Praise of things we know we stand for
Things we wanted: things we strove fo
It is well we sing with wisdom-
Wisdom we have learned with patienc.
Through the time that we have traver
Lived full well the months before us
Looking cle
^
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SENIOR SAGA
that
With our strength of spirit, proudly
And with courage deep within us
We shall claim the lesson for us
Make ourselves complete and whole.
With our clear eyes and our strong youth
We shall conquer, we shall live well.
We shall be the proud, victorious
For us some sing the Victory song.
We have Hung our yellow color
Upon the pale and new dawned sky
Our spirit clung and then we knew well
The dawn was ours and welcomed us;
And with the welcome gave to us
The spirit found in quickening day.
The strength of sun that rises proudly
Over earth and searches closely
And seeks, too, wiselv in lost corners;
Till light, content, with lost desire
Finds earth's far rim and softest rest.
We shall weep with strength and splendor
Through life's deep path and densest forest.
We shall forge above all hurting,
Paying well for every fortune;
Deeply laughing well with Life.
We know well a sporting game.
We shall meet with joy the high dawn .
High dawn held within our deep heaits,
Should we fail to greet the high dawn
Yet we know that it flames bright
Caught and held by other insight.
And we know of ecstasy—
So small it is and of scant portion
Loose your share and search wide spaces.
Till you find the lost . . . quiet, hidden
In some other deeper heart.
We trust c
We of all ;
We shall span
We shall find
Yielding to ou
We shall knoii
s above all people
c the strongest,
.rength and quieli
LUC laiicui jjiiic II
en boughs, deep j
oftest night
_ rare and wi
•ell ill-'That cover wel l-woven bits
Life's weaver left and laughed about;
We search with courage that long sought
We follow closely steps of brave ones
Who search as we, but never found.
We shall fling th
It shall claim us, use us wen.
With the cleanness of the high wind
With the darkness of deep waters
With the stillness of old stones
We shall live and find our being.
th.
w
We shall... ,„„-. 5 high cry-
^..^^^ and soar with all our great s
We shall feel the small, soft fear
Of underlings—the lost gray field n
And the owlet caught alone
ength.
With eyes of tt
When first he s
shall kn
,- his Life
,u« the high tid
Feel the swell and ebb of St
We shall be ourselves as wa
Deep and mighty, flowing
And when our hearts shall
Then our minds shall work with great e;
Calling to us that far time, long time
When we, as one, beat with the high tid
I find ; •bb
We the Seniors,
Sine it with a v<
Praise of things
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JUNIOR-MIDDLE CLASS
President Junlor-Middic Class, MO-'Sl.
So tall she is. and slender, and so fair
So like a child for play, a queen for grace.
Vice President Junior-Middle Class, '}0-'}\.
For everv season she has dressings tit
—
For Winter, Sprini;, and Summer..
As faithful a lass as you may know
Who delights not in pomp or show.
^
^
It's the things ye do
And the smiles ye wear
That's a-makin' the sunshine
Her eyes flash and glitter
Like sunlight on a dancing rill.
Day Student Editor and Juni<
Calvert, M.vrv Ev
-Middle Represent
Shesta
A lead<
Milestones, '30-'31: President Angkor Club, '29-'30-'.n.
nds above the
—a lady to the finger-tips,
lile doth link the Graces Thn
X. L.
Triad
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JUNIOR-MIDDLE CLASS
Daniel, Mary Louise Ariston
Fresh glittering, with graces of mind and rmcii.
Duke. Laura Eccowasin
Black are her eyes as the berry that grows on the
Thorn by the wayside.
Faris, Clara Lee Eccowasin
Fearless and undaunted
She goes on her way.
Ferer. Sara X. L.
Tall tree that stands alone
And looks above the throng.
Fortune, Betty . . . . Angkor
A smooth and steadfast mind
Gentle thoughts and calm desires.
Gaston, Grace Eccowasin
How small a part of time they share
That are so wondrous sweet and fair!
Hopkins, Elizabeth Eccowasin
Her cheeks are like the blushing cloud
That beautifies Aurora's face.
HORMEL, JUANITA Tn-K
Depth of individuality and dark mystery.
HoTCHKiss, Miriam Angkor
A heart as soft, a heart as kind,
A heart as sound and free as in the wide
World thou cans't find.
Hunter Dorothy Osiron
Whate'er she did was done with so much case; .
In her alone 'twas natural to please.
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JUNIOR-MIDDLE CLASS
Jacobs, Virginia Lee AnRko
Above our life, ive love a steadfast friend.
JARBOE, Louise T. C.
Sprightly lightness and charming brightness.
Johnson, Katherine Eccowasin
With an eye as dark as night-
Was ever black eye so keen?
Kirkpatrick, Lula Lane Eccowasin
Blithe of heart from week to iveck.
Lang, Lois Del Vcr
Who treads a higher level
Of inspired thought.
Lauder. Mary Osiron
All gayety and youth
And all intriguing fancies.
McCoy, Isabel Eccowasin
Her eyes are deeper than the depth
Of water, stilled at even.
Manning, Betty Anti-Pandora
Bright as the sun himself.
Meredith, Anna Vernon Ariston
The thought of her is like a flash of light,
A breath of fragrance independent of the wind.
Miller, Virginia A. K.
To find that just ahead
Lies fulfillment and success.
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JUNIOR-MIDDLE CLASS
A ladv, the wonder of her kind.
Whose form is upborne by a lovely mind.
Pearson, Franc
A mixture of all pleasur
All ability in one.
Heaven, pictured in her face.
Doth promise joy and grace.
Sloan. Queenie Angkor
The reason firm, the temperate will
Endurance, foresight, strength and skill.
Stoves, Mary Irvin Eccowasin
A look of wisdom in her eyes
True loveliness they show.
Thompson. Margaret Angkoi
For what she saith. ye may it trust
As it by writing sealed were;
And virtues hath she manv mo'.
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Van Dvkic, Ma
Travis, Marjori
JUNIOR-MIDDLE CLASS
1 Bood thing to be rich and a Rood thing to be stroni
: is a far better thing to be beloved by many friends
There's ne'er a flower thai blooms in May
That's half as fair as thou art.
Her great eyes have also
Hidden springs of truth.
Calm love of living
.\nd sharing all its pic
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TO WARD-BELMONT
i
Mary Irvin Stoves—High School, "31
Thy old, old tower of the chiming bells
Has taught us to endure throughout the years.
Has given us a surging, noble song
To strengthen all our purpose, calm our fears.
,
Thy trees, still standing as for years they've stood,
S^ Unbroken by the wind, the lashing rain,
^N. Have stooped to teach us their philosophy,
,-^'Q^ That what is given is the truest gain. i
Within thy high, reverberating halls,
Calm diligence was taught with every task.
'Twas there, when counseled by the ones more wise,
Wc glimpsed the shining Truth without her mask.
From ihce, Ward-Belmont, we have gained a wealth
Of wisdom, which will lead us toward the best;
And if from our own meager store you've gained.
Then "we and thee both giving have been blest."
i
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SECOND-YEAR COLLEGE CLASS OFFICERS
Margaret Balsiger President
Judith McCormick Vice President
Gratia-Belle Blackman Secretary
Mary Eberhardt Treasurer
Miss Mary R. Norris Sponsor
Although the position of intermediate class between the two principal college classes prevents out-
standing achievement of the Second-Year College Class as a unit, the members of this class represent
those who have returned to Ward-Belmont to pursue further individual studies in lines of music, art,
expression, or science. To them the opportunities for intensive concentrated work along the lines best
suited to talent, time, and rare instruction bring them back for a second year of progress.
There is the unifying influence of officers and sponsors, and the class as a whole contributes toward
the daily expression of much of the talented and the personal achievement in Ward-Belmont's distinct
departments.
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SENIOR-MIDDLE CLASS OFFICERS
Dolores Moore President
Geneva Jones \ ice President
Margaret Gooch Secretary
Mary Lou Gray Boarding Treasurer
Miss Ellexe Ransoim Sponsor
I'he largest class group at Ward-Belmont enters ever}' September under the name oi the Senior-
Middle Class, made up of those who come prepared to take up the work of college freshmen. Before
many weeks this group becomes organized under a stafT of officers and a faculty sponsor from the English
department. Plans are formed with the new enthusiasm of a new group toward the playing of the great
parts which the class members, as true Senior-Middles, carry on. The year promises to be a glorious
one toward carrying on the traditions of their school and in preparation for the fast-approaching Senior
Year.
The Senior-Senior-Middle Banquet in March is the first great event, when the daring challenge of
the Seniors to battle is as gallantly answered, and when the sincerest eiTort of each girl is put forth toward
the entertainment at the close of their great day in the words of the Victory Song.
Pennant-hunting, when each Senior-Middle secretly hopes to be the en\icd Pennant Queen,
discoverer of the hidden Senior symbol.
.\nd then ihc close of a full year. Step Singing! When Senior-Middles bid ilicir iniprossl\c farewells
to Seniors forever and to their school until thev return gladlv for their Senior 'War.
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'^^ Margaret Greene President
•^l Carolyn Eskridce Vice President
I
^
Susit HuG-NiS Maby CusQa^mv Sarbara Wmthm
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Mary Currell Berry . . . . Vice President
Miss Elizabeth Eowry Sponsor
SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
Margaret Howe President
Barbara Winter ' . . Vice President
Miss Martha Ordway Sponsor
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
Miss Mary Elizabeth Cayce Sponsor
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SCHOOL OF ART
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CERTIFICATE ART STUDENTS
Rcadiiii from left to right: Elinor Woolf, Gratia-Belle Blackman, Daphnf. Hornf.r
Marion Crawford, Thelma Johnson, Alice Kirkpatrick
DIPLOMA ART STUDENTS
Reading from left to right: Lelia Johnson, Ann Elder
DIPLOMA ART STUDENTS
Reading from left to right: Frances Dix, Naomi Black, Alice Evans, Bettie Shannon
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SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
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DIPLOMA EXPRESSION STUDENTS
Reading from left to right. First Row: Jane Beeson, Juliana Bollen .i
Muriel Van Dyke, Bernice MacGregor
Second Row: Eunice Hill, Roberta Carroll, Mary Ramsey
Third Row: Mary Pittman, Victoria Spaulding, Irene A'IcBane
CERTIFICATE EXPRESSION STUDENTS
Reading from left to right. First Row: Lillian Goldstein, Doris Mitchell
Second Row: Margaret McKenzie, Josephine Fei.tus, Annie Colvard, Jeannette Spann
Nancybelle Moss, Dorothy' Standifer
Third Row: Gladys Lindsay, Josephine Blackburn, Katherine Moulton, Jean Rankin
Fourth Row: Dorothy Stebbins, Polly Miles, Naomi Saip
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC
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MUS/CAL SCTEATCES
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CERTIFICATE MUSIC STUDENTS
Reading from left to right: Mildred Dorris, Margaret Balsiger,
Elizabeth Langford
Roberta Downey, Katherine Harvey, Elizabeth Shirk
Mildred Ann Smith, Marg\ret Lipscomb Smith, Diploma Music
Students
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WARD-BELMONT GLEE CLUB, 193
Stetson Humphrey, Director
Mildred McKinstry. President
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WARD-BELMONT ORCHESTRA, 193
Kenneth Rose, Director
Betsy Lusk Dudley, Soloist
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SCHOOL OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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^ Miss Catherine E. Morrison-, DirectorMiss Evelyn Jantzer Dancing
Miss Jane Carling Riding
Miss AIary Elizabeth Cayce Instructor
Miss Molly McEttrick Instructor
Miss Florence Goodrich Instructor
Mrs. Margaret Frierson Hali Secretary and Assistant
Miss Margaret Saunders Secretary
^^^^^^^^^^^?^^^^^^^^
JUNIOR AND SENIOR PHYSICAL EDS
Reading from left to right: Elise Livingston, Elizabeth Ellis, Kathleen O'Donnell
Frances Sims, Louise Hilbert, Delores Moore, Elizabeth Ann Scott
Dorothy Sellars, Ethel Krieger, Sue Barton, Barbara Reed
Martha Collins
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ALL-ROUND ATHLETE
Amanda Caldwell, '29-'J0; First Place, Ariston
WINNER HORSE SHOW
Betty Williams. '2V-'.>0; First Place. Del \'ers
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CERTIFICATE DANCING STUDENTS
Rosa Moore and Virginia Gaffney
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RIDING
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CERTIFICATE RIDING CLASS
Reading from left to right: Shirley Lege, Mary Ann Kelley, Flora Patillo, Elizabeth Asblry,
J Mary Beam, Margaret Sitton, Marian Neely, Kathleen O'Donnell, Ruby Battey
'j] Mary Louise Turrell, Annie Ruth Crews
\s/
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VARSITY BASKETBALL
Reading from left to right: Jaxe Hall, F.; ^L^RGARET Gooch, G.; Jaxe Ann Epperson, C. F.:
Louise Hilbert, G.; Jean Holtsinger, F.; Margaret Miller. G.
VARSITY HOCKEY
Reading from left to right: Helen Cline, G.; Dorothy Hockey, L. F.; Lucille Zarne, C. I',
Elizabeth Ellis, R. F.; Avis Olmstead, R. H.; Marjorie Remington, L. I.
Jean Holtsinger, R. L; Barbara Reed, R. W.; Lorraine Donkle, L. W.
Olive ^L^RTIN, C. H.; Grace Cavert, L. H.
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VARSITY WATER POLO TEAM
Reading from left to riKlu:—Miriel Reynolds. R.G., Helen Clixe; C. F., Dorothy Reynolds; L.G.,
Cecelh Scott; R. F., Marth\ Candler; L. F.
First Place. Tri-K. Second Place. Penta Tau
VARSITY VOLLEY BALL TEAM
Reading from left to rlgln;— Helen C\ndli r; .\Iarc\rit Schi imann; Helen Cline; Shirli.yLege
Betty McNeill; Eliz\beth Henkerson; Sally Jane Drumm.
First'Place, Peuta Tau Second Place, Tri-K
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WINNER SWIMMING
MEET
Mary Newton, '29-'30-'31; First Place, Tri-K;
Second Place, Penta Tau; Third Place, X. L.
Buddy Holden
VARSITY BOWLING
Mildred Neuhauser, Emily Campbell, Olive
Martin, Willie D. Johnson, First Place,
X. L.; Second Place, Triad
Mary Neivto.n
TENNIS SINGLES
WINNER
Buddy Holden, First Place, Tri-K; Second
Place, Agora
Mildred Neuhauser, Emily Campbell
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HOME ECONOMICS
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~^ Diploma Foods Students, Cecelia Scott, Cathleex Cummixgs, Cecile Cox
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SECRETARIAL SCHOOL
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Mrs. Mattye Smalling Thompson, Director
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DIPLOMA SECRETARIAL STUDENTS
Reading from left to right. First Rouk Katherine Clarke, Mrs. Thompson, Mary Eberhardt
Second Row': Natalie Haspel, Emily McKenzie, Sadie Louise Morris, Georgia Lee
Judith McCormick, Gretchen Kolliner
CERTIFICATE SECRETARIAL STUDENTS
Reading from left lo right. First Rozv: Mrs. Thompson, Helen Lenheim, Ruth Hogue
Josephine McConnell, Elaine Russell, Maria Lanez, Mildred Neuhouser
Second Row: Mary Kuehmsted, Doris Yockum. Janice I^aldwin, Lydia Frazier
Dorothy Rivers, Georgia Lee, Mary Eberhardt
Third Row: Sadie Louise Morris, Judith McCormick, Emily McKenzie, Bethie Lee Head
Phyllis England, Helen Johnstone, Ellen Focke, Katherine Clarke
Natalie Haspel, Gretchen Kolliner
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Ward-Belmont Hyphen
WARDBELMONT HYPHEN
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HYPHEN REPORTERS
Reading from left to right: Dorris Fish, Eagle Feather; Mary Rose Allen, Campus Column;
Mariorie Canterberry, Free Throws; Helen Johnstone, Features; Lucille Zarne,
Athletically Speaking; Edwina Sample, Campus Chatter; Maxine Fisher,
Proof Reader; Jean Ivins, News; Elizabeth Asbury, Diary of Mistress
Belle-Ward, Book Reviews
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PROCTORS
Reading from left to right: Ophelia Colley, Fidelity, '31; Annie Kate Rebman, Pembroke, '30;
Gladys Lindsay, Founders, '30; Eleanor Thornton, Heron, '30; Rose Toney, Founders,
'31; Georgia Lee, Fidelity, '30; Annis Morison, Pembroke, '31; Genevieve Kruse,
'31; North Front, Mary Avon Motlow, '30; North Front, Louise Jarboe, '31
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SECOND V/C£-PPtS/DtNr
M/QIAM fiOKH/<'/SS
H/GH School /i£PBES£/JTAT/vB
MlLBRLY WRZ&HT
Pfiocro/i, 30
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Y. W. C. A. CABINET
TOP ROW'
Charlotte Henschel, Marjorie Sherwood, Harriett Page, Mary \'an Dyke
Mary Pittman, Dolores Moore
BO'lTOM ROW
Daphne Horner, Betty McNeill, Mary Taylor
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MANAGERS OF SPORTS
Reading front left to right: Avis Olmstead, Swimming; Ethel Kriecer, Archery; Josephine Corn,
Hockey; Jane Hall, Basketball; Annie Kate Rebman, Baseball; Eleanor Peterson. Riding;
Waddell Walker, Water Polo; Lucille Zarne, Tennis; Eleanor Thornton, Volley
Ball; Olive Martin, Track
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WORDSMITHS
Reading from led to right, from lop to bottom: Phyllis England, Estelle Friedman,
Marian Cox
Dor'ris Fish, Naomi Saip, Helen Johnstone, Jean Rankin, Margaret Hair
Helen Thomas, Jean Cuykendall, Dorothy Standifer, Juliana Bollen
^
PENSTAFF
Reading from left to right. From top to bottom: Sarah Bryan, Milbrey Wright,
Clara Lee Faris
Mary Irvin Stoves, Queenie Sloan, Avis Olmstead, Eleanor Peterson
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FRENCH CLUB
President Miss Evelyn Ferry
Donna Oviatt
GERMAN CLUB
President Mrs. W. H. Hollinshead
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ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
Bettie Shannon-
Miss Frances Swenson
Betty Townsend
Margaret Hughes .
Josephine Cohn
President
Sponsor
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
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ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Georgia Boagni, Louisiana; Carolyn Brooks, Kentucky; Winifred Caldwell, Missouri;
Louise Chafey, Pennsylvania; Josephine Cohn, North Carolina.
SECOND ROW
Marion Cox, Indiana; June DeGarmo, Michigan; Nancy Emrick, Illinois;
Hattie Gwai.txey, Tennessee; Elizabeth Hadley, Louisiana.
THIRD ROW
Claire Hoskinson, Washington, District of Columbia; Cornelia Howard, Tennessee;
Helen Howell, Iowa.
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ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Margaret Hughes, Kentucky; Freida Kaplan, Louisiana; Mary Ann Kelly, Minnesota;
Bernice Kaufman, Louisiana; Evelyn Lawther, Iowa.
SECOND ROW
Danesia Maloney, New York; Clata Ree Martin, Tennessee; Betty Manning, South Carolina;
Reba Maurer, Kansas; Jane Mendel, Ohio.
THIRD ROW
Sadie Louise Morris, Alabama; .Avis Olmstead, Ohio; Winogene Rayner, Michigan.
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ANTI-PANDORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Jane Perkins, Minnesota; Lorraine Rowe, New York; Genevieve Sallee, Arkansas;
Ruth Sheckell, New Jersey.
SECOND ROW
Eleanor Sherwood, Montana; Elizabeth Shirk, Pennsylvania; Margaret Sydnor, Kentucky;
Genevra Thome, Wisconsin.
THIRD ROW
Betty Townsend, Texas; Lucille Wallin, New York; \irgixia Wareha.m, Iowa;
Georgia Mae Wvatt, Kentucky.
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AuCESi>RAOU£- PRBSIOBNT MlisMAflYWyUf/efHAmifQ/ID:
TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB
Alice Sprague President
Miss Mary Wynne Schackelford Sponsor
Gratia-Belle Blackman \'ice President
Mary Hickman Secretary
Kitty Russell Treasurer
Interior Twentieth Century Club House
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TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB
FIRST ROW
Margaret Balsiger, Missouri; Naomi Black, Indiana; Ruth Black, Indiana;
Gratia-Belle Blackman, Colorado; Mary Jane Branstrom, Michigan.
SECOND ROW
Edith Carr, Oklahoma; Alyc Macie Cochrane, Tennessee; Jean Cuykendall, Nebraska;
Antoinette DeBona, Texas; Frances Dix, Indiana.
THIRD ROW
Helen Dobbie, West Virginia; Alice Evans, Louisiana; Alberta Gambel, Iowa;
Marian Gregg, Pennsylvania.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB
FIRST ROW
Dorothy Griffiths, Iowa; Elizabeth Hamilton, Missouri; Katherixe Hammond, Nebraska;
Mary Hickman, Indiana; Louise Jarboe, Missouri.
SECOND ROW
Jane Jenkins, Arkansas; Betty Kelley, Nebraska; Mary Lovell, Iowa;
Waunita Luke, Kansas; Janet McQuilkin, Pennsylvania.
THIRD ROW
.Marjorie Mackey, Missouri; Elizabeth Malone, Oklahoma; Martha Mannington, Colorado;
Dorvs Mitchell, Louisiana.
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TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB
FIRST row-
Jane NovvELS, Colorado; Mary O'Donnell, Kansas; Dorothy Roberts, Illinois;
Peggy Rudder, Alabama; Elaine Russell, Pennsylvania.
SECOND ROW
Kitty" Russell, Alabama; Naomi Saip, Kansas; Edwina Sample, California;
Helen Thomas, Michigan; Mary Thomas, Michigan.
THIRD ROW
Dorothy Vernon, Missouri; Louise Westervelt, Illinois; Mary Whittier, Nebraska;
Alma Willis, Nebraska; Sarah Yates, Pennsylvania.
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Sally Smith
Miss Alma Hollinger
Amelia Lee Barlow
Judith McCormich .
Eunice Hill
Interior Del Vers Clue House
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DEL VERS CLUB
KIRST ROW
Elizabeth Asbirv, Louisiana; Amelia Lee Barlow, Reiitucky; Sie Barton, Texas
RiBiE Battey. Illinois; Evelyn Bradbury, Michigan.
SECOND ROW"
Eleanor Browne, Jowa; Arlene Crissman, Michij:an; Marjorie Eiiter, Ohio;
Elizabeth Ellis, Kentucky; Phyllis England, Michigan.
THIRD ROW
Dorris Fish, Illinois; Dorothy Ford, W'isconsin; Julia Ford, Tennessee;
Emmy Lou Garthoffner, Missouri; Catherine Guthrie, Indiana.
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DEL VERS CLUB
FIRST ROW
Natalie Haspel, Louisiana; Anna Martha Howk, KeiUuclcy; Louise Hilbert, Vlichigan;
Eunice Hill, Ohio; Jeanette Knowles, Indiana.
SECOND ROW
Gretchen Kolliner, Minnesota; Ethel Krieger, Kentncky; Geneva Kruse, Indiana;
Mary Kuehmsted, Illinois; Lois Lang, California.
THIRD ROW
Kate Leffler, Georgia; Mary Lewman, Kentucky; Judith McCormick, Indiana;
Margaret McKenzie, Wisconsin; Beatrice Miller, West Virginia.
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DEL VERS CLUB
FIRST ROW
-Mary Avon- Motlou, 'I'dmcsscc; Katherine Moilton, Michigan; Pailine Xeisler, Xorth Carolina;
Frances Parks, Tennessee; Julia Paris. Wisconsin.
SECOND ROW
.\Iildreu .\nn- Pratt, Minnesota; >L\ry Ramsey, Ix^uisiana; .\ileen Reager. Kentucky;
.
• .\i)A Roach. Michigan; Mary Roach. Oklahoma.
THIRD ROW
Ri TH Ry.mer, Tennessee; Loretta Schaller. Oklahoma; Mildred Swink. Michigan;
Ri'TH Swan-, Oklahoma; F.mmalee .\nne Thomas, Texas.
I'Oi rth row
Sauie .Mae \an.\llex, Texas.
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JdA/H f/OLTSimEU - P/iES/D£NT AflSS'CAT/J£fim£ MOfifi/SOM-SPOMSOK
TRl-K CLUB
Jean Hoi.tsinukr President
Miss Catherine Morrison Sponsor
Irene McBane \'icc President
Marion Brown Secretarj-
Mary Stewart Birgher ireasurer
Interior Tri-K Clvb Holse
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TRI-K CLUB
FIRST ROW
Harriet Amter, Colorado; Janis Baldwin, Wisconsin; Mary Beam, Illinois;
Juliana Bollen, Iowa; Marian Brown, Minnesota.
SECOND ROW
Vivian Brown, Minnesota; Mary Stewart Burgher, Texas; Melba Cameron, Oklahoma;
Olive Cameron, Ohio; Cathleen Cummings, Indiana.
THIRD ROW
Lorraine Donkle, Illinois; Jane Ann Epperson, Tennessee; Audrey Farris, Texas;
Dorothy Funk, Indiana.
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TRI-K CLUB
FIRST ROW
Kathryn Fvn'k, Indiana; Lora Gillis, Ohio; Eleanor Glascoff, Wisconsin;
Marguerite Gurley, Oklahoma; Lucille Hay, Missouri.
SECOND ROW
Buddie Holdex. Illinois; Juanita Hormel, Minnesota; Irene McBaxe, Indiana;
Mary Jane Martin, Illinois; Margaret Miller, \'irginia.
THIRD ROW
Emily Monks, Pennsylvania; Kathleen O'Donnell, Kansas; Constance Osterman, Indian
Marjorie Remington, Illinois.
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TRl-K CLUB
FIRST ROW
Katherine Reynolds, Kentucky; Dorothy Reynolds, Illinois; Muriel Reynolds, Illinois;
Betty Rose, Wisconsin; Florence Schilling, Wisconsin.
SECOND ROW
Margaret Scheumann, Indiana; Mary Taylor, Ohio; Wanda Taylor, Illinois;
Rose Toney, Kentucky; Jean Vanden Berg, Michigan.
THIRD ROW
Florence VanDervort, Illinois; Mary VanDyke, Iowa; Jane von Seggern, Nebraska;
CiLE Wright, Illinois; Doris Yochum, Illinois.
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PENTA TAU CLUB
Alice Falconer
Miss Thelma Campbell
Mary Pittman .
Anna Bob Taylor .
Katherine Clark
Interior Penta Tau Club House
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President
Sponsor
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
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PENTA TAU CLUB
FIRST ROW
C1.EONE Barbrick, Colorado; Nancy Nell Berrv, Georgia; Margaret Biedenharn. 'I'cxas
Mary Elizabeth Bunn, Georgia; Hilda Butts, Missouri.
SECOND ROW
Katiirvn Clarke, Micliican; Helen Cline, Texas; Chastine Cook, Georgia;
• Frances Crain, Texas; Annie Rvth Crews, Texas.
THIRD ROW
Elizabeth Crow, Indiana; Marion Flentye, Illinois; Christine Goolsby, Texas.
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PENTA TAU CLUB
FIRST ROW
Lucille Goolsby, Oklahoma; Virginia Hutzel, Michigan; Anne Jeter, Georgia;
Elizabeth Langford, Texas; Boy Lege, Texas.
SECOND ROW
Josephine AIcConnell, Arkansas; Betty McNeill, Oklahoma; Polly Miles, Texas;
Rosa Moore, Mississippi; Madeleine Morton, Georgia.
THIRD ROW
Camilla Nance, Texas; Harriet Page, Iowa; Grace Peckham, Texas.
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PENTA TAU CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Pittman, Texas; Ann Plunkett, Arkansas; Annie Kate Rebman, Alabama;
Camille Sanderson, Texas; Ruth Searls, Texas.
SECOND ROW
Ruth Staten, Texas; Thelma Slocum, Texas; Jane Steel, Nebraska;
Anna Bob Taylor, Texas; Elizabeth Thomas, Texas.
THIRD ROW
Anease Volkmann, Texas; Billie Holley Watson, Texas; Ciair Nell Wood^, Texas.
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CHARUyrTlTtVITTY- Prbsidest MlSSEULYNJANTZt/l-SPONSM^j
X. L. CLUB
Charlotte Twitty President
Miss Evelyn Jantzer Sponsor
Mildred Kipp \ ice President
Gladys .\nderson' ; Secretary
Rosemary Insvll Treasurer
Interior X. L. Club House
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X. L. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Rose Allkx, Ohio; Gladys Anderson, Michigan; Mercedes Augvstine, Nebraska;
Josephine Blackburn, Oklahoma; Evelyn Calvert, Louisiana.
SECOND ROW
Emily Campbell, \ irginia; Linda Cox, Georgia; Marian Crawford, Michigan;
\'iRCiNiA Davenport, Oklahoma; Charline Dowling, Kentuck\-.
THIRD ROW
Carolyn Duncan, Florida; Mary- Luetta Eshelman, Pennsylvania; Sara Ferer, Nebraska;
Doris Hair, Indiana; Margaret Hair, Indiana.
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X. L. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Martha Helme, Indiana; Charlotte Hesschel, Wisconsin; Elizabeth Holcomb, Michigan;
Barbara Ann Hitchexs, Indiana; Mildred Kipp, Nebraska.
SECOND ROW
Rosemary Insull, Oklahoma; Georgia Lee, Kentucky; Josephine Leonard, Ohio;
Gladys Lindsay, Ohio; Mildred Lorick, Georgia.
THIRD ROW
JEANXETTE MiLLARD, Georgia; Nancy Mobley, Georgia; Jeannette Motter, Wisconsin;
Dorothy Moyle, Illinois; Betty Murphy, Illinois.
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X. L. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Marion Neely, Georgia; Mary Newton, Illinois; Ruth Petersox, Indiana;
Jean Rankin, Michigan; Mary Elizabeth Reynolds, Oklahoma.
SECOND ROW
Marion Schrubb, Wisconsin; Marie Sidowey, Tennessee; Dorothy Standifer, Oklahoma;
Virginia Throgmorton, Illinois; Margaret Tomlinson, Nebraska.
THIRD ROW
Marjorie Travis, Oklahoma; Mary Louise Turrell, Pennsylvania; Juliette Wallace,
Colorado; Mary Warren, Iowa; Medora Hendrich, Illinois.
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'' Donna OmTr-PntsjoiNr Al/ssMaryDoc/TNir-SpoNsoX'
OSIRON CLUB
Donna Oviatt .
Miss Mary Douthit
Jeannette Spann
Annie Colvard .
Roberta Carroll
Interior Osiron Club House
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OSIRON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Robu Anderson, Alabama; Leola Badger, Indiana; RvTii Bearmax, Ohio;
Pearl Burger, Ohio; Eleanor Chance, Texas.
SECOND ROW
Alice Carter, New !\lexico; Roberta Carroll, Texas; Annie Colvard, Tennessee;
LouLA Flora Calhoun, Kansas; Mary Dunglinson, West \'ir,einia.
THIRD ROW
Ellen Focke, Texas; Dorothy Fritz, Ohio; Anita Garber, Minnesota;
Sarah Glover, Tennessee; Lillian Goldstein, Virginia.
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OSIRON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Jean Grosberg, Michigan; Hope Guenther, Tennessee; Daphne Horner, Virginia;
Dorothy Hunter, Texas; Mary Lauder, Illinois.
SECOND ROW
Marian Low, Ohio; Emeline Lovellette, Texas; Hazel McCord, New Mexico;
Mary Ruth McDonald, Indiana; Barbara Morgan, Illinois.
THIRD ROW
Annis Morison, Tennessee; Flora Pattillo, Alabama; Louise Peeler, Mississippi;
p'l.iZABETH Perner, Texas; Emmy Lou Phillips, Texas.
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OSIRON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Retta Read, Kentucky; Marybelle Rickman, New Mexico; Dorothy Rivers, Louisiana;
Dorothy Russell, Texas; Sarah Rutherford, Alabama.
SECOND ROW
Margaret Schroeder, Ohio; Mollie Shepard, Alabama; Margaret Simpson, Kentucky;
Jeannette Spann, Alabama; Mildred Spencer, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Martha Temple, Texas; Jean Wormley, Illinois; Barbara Winter, Canada;
Ruth Wiegand, New Jersey.
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Cecwa Scott- Prbs. MmGe/iT/iao^CAsia/iA-SpoNSofL
AGORA CLUB
^ i^::;
CiicKLiA Scott
ss Gertrude Casebier
CVBELLE MoS
Frances D. Smith
Mary Eberhardt
Interior Agora Club House
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AGORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Lucy EasTiMAN Anderson, Oklahoma; Jane Arnold, Illinois; Helen Bain, Illinois;
Margie Bort/, Ohio; Ann Colejlan. \ irj;ini,n.
SECOND ROW
Ophelia Colley. Tennessee; Walter Fay Cowden, Texas; Roberta Downer, Kentucky
Margaret Dunlap, Ohio; Mary Eberhardt, Ohio.
THIRD ROW
Margaret Francis, Texas; Patty Harral, Texas; Kathryn Harvey, Tennessee.
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AGORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
MoRLAis Householder, Illinois; Jane Irwin, Alabama; Jean Ivins, Nebraska;
Virginia Jacobs, Iowa; Nan Jankovvsky, Missouri.
SECOND ROW
Sybilla Johnston, Kentucky; Margaret Kelley, \ irpinia; Jane King, Oklahoma;
Gail Laird, Iowa; Nancybelle Moss, Kentucky.
THIRD ROW
Marie Gehm, Illinois; .Mary Katherine Porter, Tennessee; Barbara Reed, New York.
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AGORA CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Ryan, Indiana; Billie Schulz, Michigan; Louise Schulz, Illinois;
Elizabeth Scott, Oklahoma.
SECOND ROW
Dorothy Sellars, North Carolina; Evelyn Shira, Ohio; Frances Smith, Tennessee;
Dorothy Stebbins, Louisiana.
THIRD ROW
Marian Squibb, Indiana; Eleanor Thornton, Oklahoma; Vilma Tietjen, Wisconsin;
Edith V ickers, Indiana.
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A. K. CLUB
Bernice MacGregor
Miss Gladys Brooks
Dorothy Stewart .
Mildred McKinstry
\lCTORIA Sl'AULDING
Interior A. K. Club House
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A. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Kathryn Atkin, Kansas; VVilma Baker, Kansas; Isabell Barkis, .Micliij.'aii;
Peggy Baylor, Virginia; \'iola Beecher, Illinois.
SECOND ROW
Jane Beeson, Indiana; Elizabeth Binyon, Texas; Mayre Berkey, Indiana;
Suzanne Carter, New York; Eleanor Cook, Ohio.
THIRD ROW
Gladys Cook, Texas; Willa Ekel, Kansas; Lydia Erazier, Indiana;
Helen Gricware, Michigan.
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A. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Helen Haag, Indiana; Frances Horner, Indiana; Mary Hunsaker, California;
\"iRGiNiA Jarrett, Wcst Virginia; Helen Johnstone, Colorado.
SECOND ROW
IsABELLE Kennedy, Illinois; Susanne Kunkle, Ohio; Elise Livingston, West Virginia;
Emily McKenzie, Georgia; Mildred McKinstry, Georgia.
THIRD ROW
\"iRGiNiA Miller, Illinois; Dolores Moore, Pennsylvania; Mildred Morgan, Penns)-lvania;
Mildred Neuhauser, Indiana.
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^ A. K. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Eli/.abkth Phillips, Indiana; Margaret Polhemls. Missouri; Mariax Prinz, Kentucky;
Frances Robixsox, Georgia; Mary Sanders, Kansas.
SECOND ROW"
Dolly Schuetze, Wisconsin; Margaret Sitton, Missouri; \'ictorl\ Spavlding. Canada;
Dorothy Stewart. New York; Roberta Tidmore. New Mexico.
THIRD ROW
.\Iaky I'.lizaueth 'Iroxkl, Indiana; Fvelyn Wallace. Illinois; I'.linor Woolf, West N'iryinia.
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Alu£ Watmins-Pruiobnt MissBluthaReuf-SponsoiC
F. F. CLUB
Alue Watkins
Miss Bertha Reuf
Jane Terry
Betty Taylor .
Lois May .
\:^\
Interior F. F. Club House
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F. F. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Robb Anderson, Alabama; Mary Boatner, A'lississippi; Marguerite Boomhower, Michigan;
Marjorie Canterberry, Alabama; Elizabeth Crutcher, Oklahoma.
SECOND ROW
Addie Lee Davis, Oklahoma; Marie Davis, Louisiana; Louise Dills, Oklahoma;
Marjorie Dysart, Nevada; Catherine Earle, Louisiana.
THIRD ROW
Josephine Eeltus, Mississippi; Marceline Feltus, Mississippi; Eugenia Flinn, Mississippi;
Marie Gissler, Missouri; Helen Goldman, Alabama.
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F. F. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Mary Lou Gray, Pennsylvania; Elizabeth Hawkins, Tennessee; Bettie Lee Head, Mississippi;
Dorothy Hockey, Ohio; Elizabeth Holmes, Mississippi.
SECOND ROW
Florence Hurston, Alabama; Lillian Johnson, Louisiana; Alice Kirkpatrick, Alabama;
Maria Lanez, Honduras; Mary Carolyn McCoy, Ohio.
THIRD ROW
Lois May, Nebraska; Frances Mitchner, Mississippi; Mary Elizabeth Morgan, Louisiana;
Elizabeth Owens, Alabama; Jeannette Peak, Michigan.
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F. F. CLUB
FIRST ROW
Ethel Pillans, Florida; Mary Jane Moore, Missouri; Eleanor Richards, New Jersey;
Lorraine Roberts, Alabama; Kathryn Rush, Oklahomu.
SECOND ROW
Helen Sellers, Alabama; Marian Silverman, Missouri; Frances Sims, Texas;
Frances Smotherman, Tennessee; Ruth Strangward, Ohio.
THIRD ROW
Betty Taylor, Wisconsin; Jane Taylor, Wisconsin; Jane Terry, Minnesota;
Pauline Williams, Mississippi; Lucille Zarne, Wisconsin.
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ANGKOR CLUB
Sarah Bryan President
Miss Virginia Smith ' Sponsor
Waddell Walker Vice President
Miriam Hotchkiss Secretary
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ANGKOR CLUB
FIRST ROW
Wendell Austin, Tennessee; Lucille Beasley, Tennessee; Mary C. Berry, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Lillian Brew, Tennessee; Mary Katherine Briley, Tennessee; Ella Lou Cheek, Tennessee;
Carolyn Eskridge, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Betty Fortune, Tennessee; Rebecca Hall, Tennessee; Elizabeth Henderson, Tennessee.
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ANGKOR CLUB
FIRST ROW
Miriam Hotchkiss, Tennessee; Virginia Jacobs, Tennessee; Margaret Powell, Tennessee;
Margaret Thompson, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Nancy Schumacher, Tennessee; Queenie Sloan, Tennessee; Evelyn Thompson, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Waddell Walker, Tennessee; Elizabeth Walters, Tennessee; Helen Wilkinson, Tennessee;
Mary Lloyd Wilkerson, Tennessee.
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ARISTON CLUB
Grace Cavert .
Miss Molly McEttrick
Jane Hall . . . .
Louise Hardison
Geneva Jones .
President
Sponsor
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
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ARISTON CLUB
FIRST ROW
Ann Elder, Tennessee; Marv Daniel, Tennessee; Mary Alice Farr, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Jen Finnegan, Tennessee; Eleanor Fleming, Tennessee; Helen' Grizzard, Tennessee;
Harriet Hoffman, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Margaret Howe, Tennessee; Geneva Jones, Tennessee; Priscilla Lewis, Tennessee.
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ARISTON CLUB
FIRST ROW
May Imrie MacDonald, Tennessee; Jane Manley, Tennessee; Anna V. Meredith, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Betty Newman, Tennessee; Helen Norton, Tennessee; Polly Parrish, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Frances Pearson, Tennessee; Sara Russell, Tennessee; Alice W. Springer, Tennessee.
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ECCOWASIN CLUB
Lucy Mae Bond President
Mrs. Martha Crockett Davis Sponsor
Sara Armistead Vice President
Martha Collins Secretary-Treasurer
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ECCOWASIN CLUB
FIRST ROW
Audrey Bradford, Tennessee; Conrose Buchanan, Tennessee; Ruth Carlin, Tennessee;
Martha Collins, Tennessee; Delys Estep, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Laura Duke, Tennessee; Clara Lee Paris, Tennessee; Grace Gaston, Tennessee;
Florence Green, Tennessee; Virginia Guilbert, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Elizabeth Hopkinson, Tennessee; Susie Hughes, Tennessee; Katherine Johnson, Tennessee.
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ECCOWASIN CLUB
FIRST ROW
LuLA Lane Kirkpatrick, Tennessee; Isobel McCoy, Tennessee; Edith Nell Montgomery,
Tennessee; Helen Mullins, Tennessee; Hinda Reed, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Mary Erwin Stoves, Tennessee; Kathleen Stooke, Tennessee; Gertrude Treanor, Tennessee;
Muriel VanDyke, Tennessee; Portia Savage Ward, Tennessee.
THIRD ROW
Martha White, Tennessee; Katherine Woods, Tennessee; Milbrey Wright, Tennessee.
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TRIAD CLUB
Olive Martin . . President
Miss Martha Ordway Sponsor
Kathryn- Dorris Secretarv
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TRIAD CLUB
FIRST ROW
Rebecca Austin, Tennessee; Helen BrjVmwell, Tennessee; Margaret Cavert, Tennessee;
Thelma Davis, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Elizabeth Dellard, Tennessee; Helen Gunster, Tennessee; Rlth Hoge, Tennessee.
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TRIAD CLUB
FIRST ROW
Madeline Holladay, Tennessee; Lelia Johnson, Tennessee; Willie D. Johnson, Tennessee;
Carolyn Moore, Tennessee.
SECOND ROW
Katherine Rutherford, Tennessee; Anna Seagrist, Tennessee; Mattie Tate Wood, Tennessee.
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STATE CLUB PRESIDENTS AND SPONSORS
EASTERN CLUB
Margaret Miller . President
Mr. and Mrs. Stetson Humphrey Sponsors
GEORGI.V CLUB
Mildred McKinstry President
Miss Molly McEttrick Sponsor
INDL\NA CLUB
Katherine Funk President
NTr. and Mrs. Kenneth Rose __ Sponsors
IOWA CLUB
JiLiANA BoLLEN President
Miss Bertha Reuf Sponsor
IC\NSAS CLUB
Naomi Saip President
Miss Mildred Ann Smith Sponsor
KENTUCKY CLUB
Nancybeli.e Moss President
Mrs. Charlie McComb _ .Sponsor
LOUTSL^NA CLUB
Elizabeth Hadley, Mary Ramsey President
Miss \'ircinia S.mith Sponsor
MICHIGAN CLUB
Jean Rankin President
M rs. Estelle Roy-Sch.\iit-z Sponsor
MINNESOTA CLUB
Jane Terry President
MISSISSIPPI CLUB
.\llie Watkins President
Miss Ellen Mitchell Sponsor
MISSOURI CLUB
Marjorie Mackey : President
NEBR-VSK.^ CLUB
Mildred Kipp President
Miss Blanche Clark Sponsor
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NORTH CAROLINA CLUB
Dorothy Sellars. President
Miss Grace Neisler Sponsor
OHIO CLUB
Ruth Strangward President
Miss Florence Boyer Sponsor
OKLAHOMA CLUB
Josephine Blackman President
Miss Frances Church Sponsor
PENNSYLVANIA CLUB
Elizabeth Shirk President
Miss Katherine Lydell Sponsor
TEXAS CLUB
Frances Crain President
Miss Venable Bly-the Sponsor
WESTERN CLUB
Gracia Belle Blackman President
Miss Thelma Campbell Sponsor
WEST VIRGINIA CLUB
Beatrice Miller . President
Miss Olive Carter Ross Sponsor
WISCONSIN CLUB
Margaret McKenzie President
Miss Jane Carling Sponsor
' ALABAMA CLUB
Jane Irvin President
Miss Frances Swenson Sponsor
ARKANSAS CLUB
Miss Caroline Leavell Sponsor
ILLINOIS CLUB
Doris Yochum ' President
Miss Emma I. Sisson___ Sponsor
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GEORGE AND MARTHA WASHINGTON
Margaret Hair as George Washinf.'lon. and Ruth Stra.igward as Martha
Was^hington, brought the
19U Washington's birthdav dinner to a fitting close on the evening of February 22, when
they led the
^inuet—which was the grand climax to one of the most beloved traditions of
Ward-Belmont.
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Cavert, May Queen
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LITERARY EDITION
Ward Seminary Tatler
Volume 1. No. 00 Date, April 1, 1890 Circulation Shocking
The young female inhabits
Old South '
:s of the foremost educational institution of the
akly edit this modest pamphlet.
STAFF
damts: Camillv Nance, Printer; .\oATiiA Katil O'Doxkell. Critic;
Charity K. Moulton, Censor.
SPECIAL FEATURES
dlA Smith Miller.. "Better Homes and Gardens"
: Mannincton Jones "Feeding a Family"
generations who will come to
cruel disillusion of findins thei,
defacing volumes of knowledi
some of the names have even
'
it be that such immodesty has s
tual womanhood will rebel agal
long as they shall live, will this
EDITORIAL
your dignil) and uprightr.cssl Is it proper to
covers of your copy-books? Think of the future
:hesc stately halls of learning only to meet the
ancestors' names appearine in the public eye,
;e. What is worse, young women of today,
leen canceled with young ladies' names. Can
ettled upon us' Surely self-respecting, intellec-
nst such desecration and resolve that never, so
abandon ^nd boldness reappear in our unsullied
Unheard-of Freedo
:ipli
of the .rd of Go
linded
, and Faculty,
mt of refined
education came to the front. A petition from
the graduating class of Ward Seminary's
Young Ladies was read and thoroughly
discussed. Madame Charles McComb,
snonsnr nf the Senior Residence, repre-
rhargcs and suggested the fol-lented h<
That:
1. Young ladies
Handing of Senioi
who attained the
enjoy
ad by the
alio
„.. ..„„. , ...,„.. ... .valking abou
campus from four until four-thirty o'clock.
During this time the gates will remain
bolted.
2. Special delivery letters be
Board of Administration befo;
but absolute secrecy and privacy be ob-
served regarding other mail.
3. That morning chapel service be ob-
served before breakfast instead of at the
usual hour of six-thirty A.M.
4. That young ladies may dress for
physical education in the privacy of their
rooms instead of in the locker rooms as
has been hitherto required. (It is under-
stood that modest cloaks be worn between
buildings.)
5. That woolen hose be discarded after
the first day of May each year.
6. Relatives may pay chaperoned visits
to young ladies en the fourth Friday of
NEWS OF OUR ALUMNAE
capital society. Miss Brooks Is one o! our
successful graduates.
London literary circles are showing
intense interest over the forthcoming pub-
lication of a book of modern verse, written
in collaboration by Miss Linda Rhea and
Miss Theodora Scruggs. These rising
writers showed unusual ability in their
Ward Seminary English courses.
Education for young women has called
Miss Annie Allison to this new field of
endeavor, and she is serving valiantly In
pedagogical circles.
GIRLISH GOSSIP
Oh girls, have you seen Marye Rose'i
silhouette of Marcus? 'Tis said 'twas
smuggled in with secrecy, but oh, whal
the corrido.
study hour
behind in o
Ward Ser
boldne
s all thi
: of an <
e Hi.
Merelj
readins
thoughtful faculty
he parloi
jf Els.-
No wonder we are gettit
penmanship.
ary has at last fallen prey I
ping-pong, and oi
re providing gamir
Congratulations! .\ poetess in our midst,
lllie Watkins has had three sonnets pub-
shed in "The Youth's Companion."
,'Iaybe we can persuade her to let us print
hem in this worthy manuscript.
Won't Lucy Mae's mother be pleased
lOW that she has won all those prizes for
•rench knots? The child really does em-
.roider beautifully. It's a gift.
all
gentle
ply palpitating
ry are going to
to ihri
about the n
let Seniors
Sunday aft.
o'clock? Maybe my broth'
which reminds me that I must ask Mrs.
Rose to chaperone me. There will be a
big demand for chaperons now that we
can go down to the tea room for hot
chocolate on Fridays.
I simply don't see how some of our busy
officers have time to do so many things.
Helena Clinc is actually taking croquet,
hoop-rolling, and playing jacks all in the
same week. She should remember her
fragile health and not be so tombovish.
Wasn't fire drill exciting last night? It's
an entirely new thing and, of course, we
were properly warned so that we might
prepare for protection against the night
air. But what a lark to rush out as we did
at ten o'clock, and aren't we grateful that
there wasn't a real fire? It must be dread-
fully stirring to be elected to the Bucket
Brigade.
YE DIARIE OF MISTRESS WARD
Friday Morn: Dear Diary: Morning
prayers are over and I have an hour before
my spring gardening class. Woe is me!
Could not respond with a Bible verse in
chapel this morning, and Miss Morrison
in di!
.id, but my te
Ala
shed a nd even now 1 dil plan to
study Psalms. Spent al the eventide
quiltin g a covertet for Mo her's birlhday.
all do ne with darling lit le « reaths of
flowers . All re ady for tomorrott by eight
forty-fi ve, and lights out!
Saturdav Mc rn: Classes and r ''citations
over e arly tod ly. m time tor ca at ye
Eighteenlh Cen tury Club. VVor
bustle and loo ked quite letchi ng. The
lovelie t lecture after din ng. Saturday
evening talks are getting scinatint;.
Diary. I hope so much th ill not be
too en thusiasti ma :e me so
d carefr ee. Could read quite late
tonigh , but wa s deep in s umbe r at nine
thirty.
The Sabbath Up with a Mil lo
praver at six Miss Sanders talked at
Sunda • school after roll c all n as taken.
This time 1 kncw my Bible verse Church
service in the city. I kn ow it s daring,
Diary, but i: i s so dreadfi llv e tciting to
into th world for v orshi p. Saved
from a dreary afternoon o soht udc by a
harp c Recreation Hall. Read a
novel i iet hour, Di arv. but wasn't
caught I do believe I'm gett ing bold.
\'esper onlv asted two hours tonight.
followe d bv hvrnns. Back o m> chamber
and repose. Sl ch a full » eek-e d. Diary
dear. Sweet dr ams.
YE VERSES
Contributed b
P ticnce Lovel!
Washington soci
hubbub ofactivity
land's inauguration,
Gladys Brooi
diplomats, an.
ty.
Inti
proi
enters about Mi:
rprctcr for Frcnc
linent figure in th
China Painting Taught to Refined Young Damsels Daily
Miss Gladys Cook, Room 18, Spinsters' Hall
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SUBJECT
ek and Latin.
broidery
.ds and Cookei
•«nshlp
AWARDS FOR MERIT
WINNER
Rose Amily Moore. _
Eliza Hope ASBURV__
Dorothea Jane Fumk
Angelina Cavert
One Irilld parasol
One collapsible f.in
One quill pen
now be
OF RECENT IMPORT
the mail of the youHR ladies is
nj! delivered twice a week, the post-
joxes will be installed this week,
according to the official announcement.
The applause which followed this announce-
ment was restrained with difficulty, since
there have been many complaints of the
inconvenience of securing epistles from the
box by the roadside.
of of the ends ,vhich
chool discriminatcly follows, stepping-
s have been placed along the shady
sin our private park. Great care was
taken that dainty feet may trip lightly
dur
.ing the
The Athletic Department h
great broadmindedncss in alio
young ladies to attend the swimm ..
without hose, providing that their knees are
well protected bv an overskirt of grey
flannel which has been adopted as a new
feature of the Seminary's costume for
athletics.
Now thit there are only two more
months before the close of the spring
session, the elections for the campus leaders
for next year have begun. On Friday
enthusiastic voters thronged South Front
so that an able individual might be elected
to lead the 1891 Bucket Brigade.
Morning and evening prayers will be
augmented by hymn chanting since the
members of the Sophomore Tatting Class
presented Miss Louisa Herron, newly
elected Chapel Chairman, with ninety-
nine hymn books bound in bl
Art lovers
that the addil
taffv pulling \
feature of the
Crochet Club.
,111 be
on of
far
erjoyed
ting of th.
At the request of one of the worthy in-
Lstrialists of the village, we present here
statement which will prove of interest to
le young ladies of the Seminaiy. The
;ermitage Laundry has made an addition
ablishmcnt, and is now able to
cnder othe i to
: the laundry
WARNING. It
annou nee the expiil sionotMeli ssa Falcon
but h r dese rvcd punishmen shall be
lesson for eac h ol the young
Falcon er'sshamele s flirting at theCastn
Knott corner whilt waiting fo
caused her ij nomi nious departure.
The just ireof t he Dancing Departme
is beir g arou sed because the young lad
of the sisting lip
having their Mav Day frock made fr
voile i nstead of di mity.
MY KNITTING
The Sands of Time have flittc
And solemn is the Day
When Cares weigh heavy on
And Youth has fled away.
My Knitting stays, a lovely
To call
It helps
And giv
ne fr
and aids eary
SOCIAL EVENTS
Students of the Seminary toure
city in private buggies Sunday morn
a sight-seeing trip sponsored by the s
The young ladies made the lengthy
and
light be lided.
on of the
brief vi
The
Misses Patience and Prudence
were most fortunate to receive a
im their brother on Thursday after-
st. The young ladies were in the
y of the hostesses, the Dean, the
s of the Governing Board, and the
-s of the English faculty during their
sit with their brother.
; "Protection at all Costs,"
which has caused so many parents to send
their fragile daughters here, has been
heightened by the erection of a stone wall
about the premises. Part of the architec-
tural beauty of the edifice is due to the
barbed wire draping around the gates.
SUMMER HOUSE DEDICATED
Saturday ev
prayers, the
of the camp
cularly lovely
ing just before
immer house in
circle was dedii
/ening
niddle
The
by
dedication speech by Eliza Scott, president
of the Senior Sunday School Class. The
choir sang several numbers, and the service
was terminated by a prayer bv Rosalind
Rush.
She gazed forlorn her casen
The night was dark and dr^
She sighed a pensive, wistfi
And shed a sad, sweet tear.
When all
Her word;
Sweet sleep will n
these: "Oh, Flower De
NEWS ITEMS
The :r8 of the Tea-Time Tatting
Club have refurnished their club room in
the Tower. Horsehair sofas and a whatnot
serve as useful ornaments to the room.
Numerous plants are being contributed by
the Spring Gardening Classes for the
The selected cast for the annual ex-
pression play has been rumored about the
campus, although heretofore Miss Town-
send has kept it a closely guarded secret.
The play will be "Only a Broken Blossom,"
and yc coy reporter hears that Patience
BoUen and Hope Beeson will play the
heroine and villiaii respectably.
A feature of the monthly shopping
party seems to be the girlish trick of having
a silhouette cut at Lebeck's. It is necessary
to file three weeks in advance for an ap-
pointment, but girls will be girls, and all is
vanity.
Young ladies are requested to pi
used copies of Child Lif.
Companion outsid
aritable
apper.)
nd Youlk'j
__ where they
(While doing this
task, don't forget to wear a
The campaign for cleaner and neater
gymnasium clothing has closed for this
^ear. A prize was offered to the young
ady who should appear properly clothed
or exercise every day. The Tatler
s pleased to announce that Anna Epperson
ind Primrose Mackay have tied for first
photograph album.
The Needlework Cla
.vhich will be
Auditor
uds.,_ ..
ophy Ca
ill be j dged and
He
include
April 30 and 31. They
the best will be kept in
just outside the Exercis
The Infirmary List t
among the unfortunates. Miss Jemima
Motter, who was seized with faintncss and
hysteria when Miss Hollinger described
the nervous system of the deep-sea sponge.
Gloriana Means is under a physician's
care for over-dieting. Flora Hurston has
since her last attack of over-exercise. The
six young ladies who were frightened by
the sight of a strange man when returning
from the library are rapidly recovering
stranger
helping
matter.
Mr
COMING, First Presentation of "UNCLE TOM'S CABIN,"
With All-Star Cast
Special Prices for Ward Seminary Ladies
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD MORE NEWS OF THE CAMPUS
Miss Beulah Crissman entertained a Despite the warning which says. One
esday lemonade to each person, Charlotta
in the dining room cf the old co onial Henschel and Comfort Holtsinger are quite
mansion. Six young ladies and ten cha- ill as a result of drinking two glasses of the
perones made up the party which proved beverage on Friday afternoon.
to be a surprise afl^air for Miss Ma hilda The press notices of Ye Glee Club Recital
McKenzie. will be printed in next week's issue of the
Miss Justina Saip, who was graduated Nashville Banner.
last spring from the Seminary, is m aking It is with pride that the Athletic Depart-
her debut this year. Miss Saip and
Joyce McBane traveled last summ er on ulum. Several very fine horses weie
purchased by Dr. Blanton at the recent
shows in Kentucky. These will be brought
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Barnard Bunn to the campus as soon as the stables which
visited their daughter Bridget Bun t last are now being constructed are completed.
week-end. Miss Bunn was chaperoned There will be an especial instructor who
on a trip with her parents to the Herr will school the young ladies in the proper
by Miss Cordelia Anna Cayce, a m smber form of riding. Only the accpted method
of the Seminary Faculty. of side-saddle riding will be taught.
^.^\rj\\^v\v^\^v^<;j^i^'^<a\\ii^>\\<ia'^?^^
PRESS NOTICES
The Sunday edition of the World Courier, internaional newspaper, today included
the names of the twenty-three most famous persons in the world, their occupation,
and a spicy item about their past. Some, no doubt, were known in their youth as
girls of sterling quality, but, according to this press review, they have been widely
scattered by circumstance and stand at the head of unusual and peculiar professions.
Elizabeth Phillips is the traveling companion of Queen Soccadocia of Picador,
and has developed as her hobby the collection of birds' eggs and canceled stamps.
Betiie Shannon has succeeded Charles of the Ritz in selling beauty preparations
to the Four Hundred and the young ladies of Ward-Belmont School. Because
she uses an old formula in Ritzy boxes, her income is estimated at four thousand
per annum.
Alice Spragite has turned child psychologist and has experimented in detail
upon members of her immediate household. Only one cousin died as a result and
Madame Sprague's career is promising.
Sally Smith is, we regret to say at time of writing, confined to the Brookfield
Sanitarium for mental hallucinations, as a result of combining two professions:
the making of poison gas and interior decoration.
Jean Holtsinger has entered a profession few refined young women occupy, but
her work has given dignity to the new field. She trains prize fighters for the Olym-
pic games, as well as cares for the blue ribbons and loving cups which her protegees
win.
Millinery, with all its finer points has occupied Miss Tuntty^s life to the exclusion
of all else. Since the unfortunate loss of all her funds through misappropriation
by a former accomplice, nee Asbury, Miss Charlotte Twitty has forsaken three
husbands and taken up the solitary life, busy in her chosen task of beautifying
headgear.
Although family pride prevents the disclosure of the illustrious accomplishments
of Miss Dorothy Stewart since her presentation at court, this press dispatch announces
that she is the possessor of a number of literary and social honors rarely achieved
by one individual. Her marriage with Count of Earlville will be solemnized at
VVestminster Abbey this June.
Two of the most famous black-face comedians appeared at the Drury Lane
Theatre in London last evening. Press reports were very favorable and movie
contracts have been offered the artists. Their stage names are Falconer and Scott,
although their real identity has excaped publicity agents.
The only member of the illustrious group who has followed mechanical trends
is L. M. Bond, noted architect, who designed the new air terminal at Nashville,
Tennessee, under the auspices of Ward-Belmont School for the benefit of week-end
travel among their patrons.
Choral singing among the feeble-minded has brought into the light of public
affairs the magnanimous character of Jen Finnegan, who has devoted her entire
training to work of charitable nature. Alany an institution has been warmed by
her smile.
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The 1927 Commencement at Harvard University was distinguished by the -
presence of K. Norton Hammond Rathbun, P.B., Ph.D., LL.D., A.B., B.A., M.D.,
M.A., Ad Infinitum, Gloria in Excelsis, Cum Laude. Her lecture was briefly entitled
"Antiquity and the Modern Age," with notes from Egyptian Hieroglyphics and
Sanskrit Connations.
We regret to announce the arrest of the fiery religious fanatic, Fiozver Hockey,
who was held for the trial on charges of "hostile preaching on the field," "improper
language," and an attempt to prevent legal tap-dancing. Her notorious conduct
has made her a world character and her sentence will cause caustic comment.
A Photoplay dispatch which arrived at these offices announced the premier of
a new picture entitled, "Soot," starring a Nashville star, Olivia Martin.
The pathetic dying words of Jean Cuykendall, discovered by charity workers in
a Nebraska Prairie hut were: "My life, my soul, my all—the Milestones!" The
deceased will be remembered for her numerous failures along literary lines.
The State Museum of Pennsylvania, located at Bradford, is famous for its recent
collection of pennants, donated very generously by Dolores Moore, former citizen,
now living in Nashville from force of habit.
Mrs. Dean Kirk, lately widowed, and known before her marriage as Miss Bernice
McGregor, has taken up her beloved charity work. Her four children occupy
much of her time, because she is attempting to teach them the Maine Stein Song,
and the fifteen Rah's for Michigan.
The Newest submarine travel is made livelier by the addition of a sprightly social
hostess, known as Madame Donna Oviatt. According to her recent autobiography,
Madame Oviatt attempts to follow the precedent of Texas Guinan and the shipping
officers are besieged with eager customers for the S. S. Van Dine.
One of the newest of Scribner's best sellers is written by an obscure young author,
Grace Cavert. It is entitled, "Prom-Trotting as a Fine Art."
One of the finest collections of fraternity jewelry and chapter pins has been gotten
together with infinite care by Miss Ailie Watkins, recently married for the fifth
time in the Little Church on Belmont Avenue. Admission to her curio room is
a rare privilege, say her friends.
Since the discovery of Vitamin R by Miss Sarah Bryan, her exten.ive bureau
of chemists have announced that she will rest from her strenous life at an Ellis
Island resort before beginning her quest for the elusive Vitamin Q.
The recent rumpus in the League of Nations was caused by the introduction of
a technicality on international law, proved and delivered by //. Cline, noted au-
thority of the Bar Association, with headquarters at Sing-Sing Prison.
Margarita Hairia is, at present, featured in Fiegzeld's "Inanities" and is known
as the "Tapping Riot." Patrons of the revue are astonished at the orchids which
are sent to her dres ing room after each appearance. "The young Broadwayite
certainly has a future on the Gay White Way," says the New Yorker.
\
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LOOKING BACK INTO 1890
One rainy night as I was sitting around the fireside, I decided to close my eyes and let my dreams take
me back to 1890 at Ward Seminary.
I saw Dr. and Mrs. Blanton gayly riding around the circle in their highly polished surrey with Whitaker
driving the handsome black mare. -Ml of a sudden Whitaker pulled over to the side and who should
come blazing by but Mrs. Charlie and Mrs. Jeter on their two-seated bicycle. Mrs. Charlie was heard
saying, "Get over, get over, we are in a hurry!"
Upon walking around the campus we noticed Miss HoUinger chasing butterflies with a little net in
order to inspect them for biology. We stopped and chatted with her a while, and she gave us the pleasant
but startling information that Miss Morrison was teaching Miss Blythe how to swim in the moat sur-
rounding the tower. We couldn't miss seeing this accomplishment so we started to run over there, but
tripped over Miss Small who was gathering earthworms. We begged her humblest pardon in the manner
that would have met with Miss Sisson's approval, and continued on journeying toward the moat. From
afar, we heard a gentle voice singing, and discovered it to be Mrs. Humphrey with her ver>- pointed,
high-buttoned kid shoes, and her hair done in a fascinating coitTure. We inquired where the Professor
was and were so disappointed to find out that he was still struggling with the \'anderbilt Club of Glee.
We decided to wander into chapel and to our amazement Dr. Pugh was praying. Of course it was
chapel time. In the midst of the prayer. Miss Boyer's foot slipped and the old pump organ boomed forth
with rapturous music. I started to chuckle but remembered Miss Sanders' warning. We still noticed
the girls wearing their funny little hats in chapel. Will they never learn.'
.\s we were leaving through the lower doors, we encountered Mr. Benedict, who was tooting around
the circle in his horseless carriage. He had on a delightful linen duster and as usual was greeting everyone
with a merr\' smile. We always adored Dr. Barton and Mr. Benedict.
We heard screams from the distance and the thought came to us that it was Miss Blythe drowning.
Sure enough. Miss Morrison had neglected her duty, to instruct a student as to the whys and wherefores
of the blue pantaloons for gym. The poor girl's bloomers failed to reach the ankle. We aided Miss
Blvthe by caUing for Miss Cayce who even, though her little dancing costume, covered the \ enerable.
Miss Townsend, we were informed, was putting on an Easter pageant, but could find no costumes. We
shyly suggested the use of sheets but she rejected my idea.
As we came down the stairs we encountered Miss Paine, who was settling the dispute between Mrs.
Tate and Mrs. Xichols. It seemed that Mrs. Tate had borrowed Mrs. Xichols' dress, and forgotten
to return it. After trying to settle the argument, we decided that we must call on Miss Xorris. but
found that she was occupied in psychoanalyzing Miss .\ltheide who recently won fame by her part in
the "Sea Gull." Miss Xorris decided that her superior acting was due to heredity.
We heard some one yelling "There is Miss Carling on that horse again, that pulls the street carl" We
later discovered, much to our joy, that she was merely keeping in training, and that she hadn't a new
position.
.\s we came back from the fence surrounding the campus, we were almost run over by Miss McEttrick,
who was swiftly driving her yellow spring wagon around the circle. We could only see her hoops flying
high in the air.
We a!wa>s were interested in Mr. Riggs, and was doubly interested to find that he was doing well
at Oxford. He is a jolly fine fellow, don't you know:
We decided to go up to Rec. Hall and see the ladies greet the young men with a graceful curtsey. As
we were entering whom should we meet but Mrs. Charlton who was busy granting files for the young
women to attend the Quilting Bee, of course, properly chaperoned. Mrs. Charlton invited us to tea
and there, sitting just as prim as ever, was Mrs. Rose. She had just been honored for her excellent
side-saddle riding.
.\s we were about to depart, we heard some one murmuring to herself in a manner most familiar.
When we turned around, we saw Miss Ross, who was trying to remember where she had left her book.
While she was hunting, she murmured, "I'm losing time; I'm losing time," We found the book where
she had left it. so she went happily on her way.
.\t last we left the sturdy iron gates of the old southern school, happy to have seen everyone, yet sad
because of the parting.
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WILL YOU EVER FORGET-
The bustle, the bustle, the P. O. box full of invites—that was Rush Week?
The long wait, the soft music and candle light—that was Initiation?
The red noses, the freakish outfits, the humble attitude—that was Fag Da\'.
The speechless amazement at the sight of the first high-water mark?
The night you spoke to the statue on the way home from the library?
The thrill of delight at the clean curtains?
The time you were ordered out of the closet?
The first time you wore shin-guards?
The feast when you spilled the beans?
HITTING IT UP
ing of D.in McGre« .")
A bunch of us girls were hitting it up
At a Tri-K afternoon tea.
The girl who stood up and cranked the vie
Wore the pin of W.-B.
In front of the fire on a hassock sat
The rushee, Mary Belle,
And luring her on with wonderful tales
Was Twitty, our own X. L.
When out of the house which was fiery hot
And into the frigid air
Came our friend Az from the Del Ver house,
A permanent wave in her hair.
There are girls that somehow get your goat
But then we never could tell
She ever got by the sly night clerk
At the Eustace Hail Hotel.
But we took her hand and led her in
—
We gave her a cup of tea.
Lemon? Oh, sugar, dear
—
Mais, mon Deu—the girl took three!
Then she swaggers toward the hassock
And anchors there like a hick
Breaking up the X. L. rush .
But say! What's wrong with the A"ic?
There's a crash and a scratch
A groan like a restless sea.
Disgusting—Mary Belle gets up to leave
And she's grabbed by some T. C.
With a dash and a hurry the rush talk begins
Mary Belle is listening—but Man!
Just as soon as she hears of the T. C. cups
Up dashes a loyal Anti-Pan.
Mary Belle hears of games and teas
—
Drug stores, suspension—I say-
When all of a sudden the victrola stops.
The -Anti-Pan reaches for the piece "My Man"
But up dashes another A. K.
•At last, the clubs see that work they must
If they'd win this girl in time.
She can swim, she can write, she can do anything
—
But the bell will ring at nine,
The curfew tolls and all is still,
Suspense—it fills the air.
Now thoughts come up of a dirty rush
—
Have all the clubs been fair?
.Vt last the awaited day arrives.
What clubs did the rushees go?
They move right on through Middlemarch
—
But why are they so slow?
White envelopes are ripped and torn
Every one shouts and screams—oh man,
There's Mary Belle, happy and laughing
Too bad for the rest—she went Anti-Pan.
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MOCK A B C'S
Absent-minded Jean Rankin
Bashful Miss Lester
Crazy Jeannette Motter
Delicate Judge Epperson
Egotistical Flower Featherbalm
Feminine
Gushing
Hopeless
RouGHY Collins
Katie O'Donnell
Milestones Staff
Irresponsible
Jocular
. CuYK
Mercedes Augustine
Kuppy Tri-K's
Languishing Harriett Page
Muscular Lois May
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MOCK A B C'S
II
Notorious Miss Bond
Ornery Betty McNeill
Playful Kathryn Funk p ^
Qute
Religious
Boy Lege ^
Fern
JJ
Sober Mary Newton 5 '^^
Tight Mary Hickman ^
Unaffected Margaret Balsiger q
Violent Carolyn Brooks Y
Wholesome Mildred Kipp
X-hibiting Kirk X
Yankee Mildred McKinstry
2ero Privileges 2
Ensemble . . • Sade and Mame
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ON GOING TO THE TEA ROOM
Eleven little steps and I'm down in the depths of self-indulgence. Bent and broken are all my vows
made last night, made in the seclusion of my bedroom. Each night just past curfew and after one small
slip of girl, burdened with executive duties and better known in some terminologies as a monitor, had
turned out the sole-surviving light in the hall and consequently extinguished the little streak of yellow
glow that burns through my transom, I resolved that no longer shall I weaken before those ten blue
letters on the yellow placard. Tomorrow that monster, the Chatter Box, shall not tempt me. I shall
be as strong and brave as Hercules or Atlas or Jason. Though the tea room be a Medusa and though
she draw me on, she shall not turn me to stone. For 1931 styles don't seem to drape themselves grace-
fully over a background of stone.
All during the morning hours the next day, I tried to decide what I shall do with myself in the afternoon
when the basement of Heron holds Open liouse.
The pedagogue asks me when Charlemagne lived. I do not answer, for I have just decided that I shall
tell Mary and Julie that I have a headache today and don't want to go to the tea room. That will be
a good way to evade the ogre, Fat. And then I shall write letters all afternoon or at least until 4:15
o'clock and I shall triumph. Oh, it's so simple.
Lunch time is here and since 1 shall obtain no sustenance this afternoon, t had better see to it that
I eat enough now to carry me through until dinner. With this weighty decision made, I proceed to
help myself to two potato balls, a husky-looking bran muffin and a healthy-sized portion of creamed
eggs. Having done my duty by these, I reach for another muffin and then 1 finish my glass of iced milk.
Well, that's over. I feel rather stuffed. I don't believe I could eat a thing even if I were to yield to
temptation this afternoon.
Then up to my room I go and attempt to pen many letters. 1 get one well started when Julie walks
into the room.
"Come on, let's go to the tea room."
"I've got a raging headache, honey. I 'spect you'd better get some one else."
"Gee, that's too bad. Want some aspirin?"
"No, oh no. It's not that bad, but I've been eating too much lately; and you know what that does for
you."
"Sure. Well, I'll be seeing >ou." ,
"Good-bye.".
The same little epistle has received surprising proportions and is almost completed when the heavens
suddenly opened up and dropped Betty in front of me. She, too, has the tea room mania.
"Well, I'll tell you, Betty, I really don't feel much like eating, but you might bring me a Milky Way
when you come back."
Then again, just as I seal the envelope, Mary is standing before me. Without her telling me, I know
that she is here for the same reason as her two friends.
This time I decide that I shall accompany her, but I shall not eat—at least, nothing more than a
lemonade.
But as I stand before the counter and gaze upon those chocolate-covered mounds of cake my mouth
waters and my will power weakens. There are still several months before I will go home and if I stop
tomorrow, I'll still be able to attain a sylph-like figure before June. What difference will just one day
make?
So because I feel that this is to be my last visit down here for a long time, I buy two little cakes and
a chocolate sundae to go with them. And then it comes to me that a hamburger would be just the
thing to start it oflf right, and I had planned on getting a lemonade anyway, so I had better include
that. .Mter consiuntng these, I take my departure, armed with a juicy apple, a Milk\' \\ ay, and two Goo-
Goo bars.
Then dinner comes and I find that I'm hungry again. Heavens, is there no limit?
All during study hour as I munch my spoils of war from the tea room, I think of how frightfully dull
tomorrow will be without my little diversion.
But then in the privacy of my bed again, I mentally draw up more resolutions.
So it goes, round and round in a circle, but then, I am told that that is the characteristic of an argu-
ment. But never before have I had such trouble winning an argument.
Oh, Medusa, I looked upon you and behold, 1 have become as stone.
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UPON ROOMMATES
After almost two years of experiences, I consider myself sufficientU- well-versed to discourse upon the
subject of roommates: tfieir faults, virtues, and the general characteristics of the species.
When I first came away to school, I very timorously approached the thought of a roommate. Of
course I had, in younger days, read the entire series of "Polly at College" books, and idealistically,
expected my roommate to be of this ilk—beautiful, courageous, clever, and above all, of a mild tem-
perament.
As I have said before, I am a veteran of two years' experience of living with another girl. The first
year was merely preparation; it was the second year which brought out to me the art of being a room-
mate.
The first year is one of adjustment—both girls are new to the environment in which they are placed,
and are, at the most, extremely polite and well-mannered during it. It is only toward the end of the
year that one summons enough courage to sling a slightly dog-eared French grammar at the roommate
who obstreperously insists upon humming a ditty while you are struggling through quantitative analysis.
Alas! I have often been the target for such missiles, my roommate even going so far as to write an essay
upon the manner in which I chew gum.
But it is only toward the end of the year that delightful hours are spent upon the fire escape after
light bell under' the warm May moon, and best of all, it is the time when one can, without undue bravado
coollv borrow the roommate's newest dress without subtle small talk and much hesitation. Then a
roommate becomes as she should be. Roommates can never be in harmony until they have worn one
another's clothes, at some time or another.
The second year is indeed delightful. One need not go through all the endless preliminaries which
are merelv a waste of time. The first day after the return to school is spent in voluminous accounts of
the past summer—with neither person listening to the other. I-[owever, if one be of more practical
bent, the first day is spent acquiring as much worldly goods as the last year's residents left in their wake.
It is surprising how profitable this may be. Last fall we acquired two lamps, some dingy boudoir pillows,
a desk with three legs, and a hand-painted waste basket. Our neighbors next door were exceedingly
enterprising. After acquiring a sufficient amount of flotsam to fill their room, they proceeded to sell, to
unsuspecting Freshmen, lamps, waste baskets, and book shelves which they had found by searching
each room in the hall. The profits were amazing—no liabilities—all assets.
At Annapolis the Midshipmen call their roommates "wives." It is a fitting term. One does, indeed,
enter into a state of smug domesticity with the acquisition of a roommate. The room is the home—to
be arranged according to the tastes of those wfio live there. Most rooms are a compromise between
the two factions. There is, howe\er, one object upon which almost all parties agree; that is the wiggly,
unstable, brown bookcase. It is usualh- a cross between a "whatnot" and a receptacle for those volumes
.which contain our education. However, in some extreme cases, the bookcase has been known to contain
canned goods, an electric iron, and even soap flakes.
Being a roommate is very broadening. Only yesterday I found my roommate gayly attired in the one
dress 1 wished to wear. Did I complain.' Indeed no, I retaliated today by being the one to snatch the
last clean middy. Another matter is that of the soap, my dear roommate insists upon leaving it in a
soggy, unmanageable state. Do I protest? Again, oh no! I, in turn, am very negligent about returning
the top to our community toothpaste. .And thus it goes. She is not the ideal heroine of the Polly books,
nor am I; we are merelv two humans who are roommates.
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SENIOR CLASS
NAME ADDRESS
Allen, Mary Rose --- 718 North Wayne Street, Piqua, Ohio
Anderson, Gladys 2585 Cadillac Avenue, Detroit, Klichigan
Anderson, Lucy Eastman 1104 North Broadway, Shawnee, Oklahoma
Baldwin, Janis 215 Central Avenue, Sparta, Wisconsin
! - Barlow, Amelia Bardstown, Kentucky
Barton, Sue 206 North Raymond Street, Las Cruces, New Mexico
Baskerville, Amelia Gallatin, Tennessee
Beasley, Lucille 3913 Gallatin Road, Nashville, Tennessee
j
>^ Barry, Nancy Nell 317 Fourth Avenue, Rome, Georgia
ll"''-^ Black, Naomi 1725 N Street, Bedford, Indiana
k" /- Blackburn, Josephine - Camargo, Oklahoma
l^^ Blackman, Madaline 1513 Sixteenth Avenue, Wartrace, Tennessee
(C Boatner, Mary i Sumner, Mississippi
' BoLLEN, Juliana 506 East Tremont Street, Denison, Iowa
Bond, Lucy Mae 2801 Oakland Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Bramwell, Helen 1910 Belcourt Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Briley, Mary Katherine 227 Garden Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
-) Brooks, Carolyn South Eighth Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
i
'" /. Brown,' Marion and Vivian (twins') 4537 Dupont Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota
iV; Cameron, Melba Healdton, Oklahoma
Rj' Cameron Olive Eighth and West Jefferson Streets, Greenfield, Ohio
N Carroll,'Roberta Claude, Texas
I Cavert Grace 3720 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee
Cline Helen 3100 Hamilton Boulevard, Wichita Falls, Texas
CoHN, losEPHiNE 802 W. E. Boulevard, Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Coleman, Ann Gate City, Virginia
Collins Martha 1014 Sharpe Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
. .iy CoLVARD, Annie 101 South Crest Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee
'•
-, Cook Gladys 419 North Rose Avenue, Breckenridge, Texas
p
"
Cox Cecile -214 South Tenth Street, Nashville, Tennessee
k Cox' Marion - 312 West Seventh Street, Jasper, Indiana
CR;^['r4, Frances 201 East Methvin Street, Longview, Texas
}.
'
Crawford, Marian 700 Seward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan
Cr,S5^,an, Arlene 607 West Fifth Street, Rochester, Michigan
Cummings, Cathleen Brownstown, Indiana
Cuykendall, Jean - 1350 Main Street, Fremont, Nebraska
Dills Louise 409 South Thirteenth Street, Muskogee, Michigan
Dix Frances ^ 2229 College Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana
Downer, Roberta 1308 Water Street, Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Dunlap,'Margaret Williamsport, Ohio
Eipper, Marjorie - 120 Brighton Road, Sprmgfield, Ohio
Elder Ann Benton __3016 Dudley Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
^V^'i Evans Alice 1122 Broadway, New Orleans, Louisiana
C
i
Falconer, Alice Anchorage, Kentucky
Feltus, Josephine Natchez, Mississippi
- Finnegan, Jen - 2404 Barton Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Fleming Eleanor 2104 State Street, Nashville, Tennessee
Funk Kathryn 1'103 Old Orchard Road, Vincennes, Indiana
Gilbert Elizabeth 1805 Ashwood Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Grover,' Sarah Belle. . Cheatham Street, Springfield, Tennessee
'
'
Goldstein, Lillian 719 Marshall Avenue, Southwest, Roanoke, Virginia
. I* GooLSBY, Christine 149 North Twenty-seventh Street, Paris, Texas
<.
!
Goolsby', Lucille ~ Idabel, Oklahoma
^ \' Grizzard, Helen White Bridge Road, Nashville, Tennessee
/^ Guenthe'r, Hope 121 Ridgeside Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee
' '7i! Gunster Mary Helen 2108 Jones Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Gwaltne'y, Hattie Tiptonville, Tennessee
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NAME ADDRESS
Hadley, Elizabeth. Trenton Street, Huston, Ixiuisiana
Hair, Margaret. 4121 Central Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana
Hammond, Katherine.. ._ _ 1336 North Nye Avenue, Fremont, Nebraska
Harral, Patty _ 888 Elmwood Drive, Abilene, Texas
Henschel, Charlotte. 325 Fifth Avenue, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Hickman, Mary Virginia.. ...41 Gilbert Avenue, Terrc Haute, Indiana
Hill, Eunice 4623 Joana Place, Price Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio
Hockey, Dorothy 1440 Belle Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio
Holcomb, Elizabeth. 33200 Grand River, Farmington, Michigan
Hoi.tsinger, Jean 627 West Main Street, Morristown, Tennessee
Horner, Daphne Lee Heights, Bristol, Virginia
Householder, Moralis Fairbury, Illinois
Hughes, Margaret 303 Fountain Avenue, Paducah, Kentucky
Hurston, Florence. __ — Cullman, Alabama
HuTZEL, Virginia .2108 Scottwood, Ann Arbor. Michigan
Insull, Rosemary .1145 East Sixteenth Street, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Irwin, Jane 601 Canal Street, Decatur, Alabama
IviNS, Jean - — Crawford, Nebraska
Johnson, Lelia 1405 Linden Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Johnson, Willie D.- - Lynnwood Boulevard, Nashville, Tennessee
Kipp, Mildred . 815 North Lincoln Avenue, Hastings, Nebraska
K.IRKPATRICK, Alice 456 Eustis Street. Huntsville. Alabama
KoLLiNER, Gretchen. - - -- 415 West Mulberry Street, Stillwater, Minnesota
Krieger, Ethel _ _ _ 4464 South Sixth Street, Louisville, Kentuck\'
KuNKLE, Susanna _ - __ _ . , 1804 East High Street, Springfield, Ohio
Lindsay, Gladys 806 North Gay Street, Mount \'ernon, Ohio
LovELL, Mary , Monticello. Iowa
McBane, Irene ' .Main Street, Fortville. Indiana
McCoy, Mary Carolyn _ - _ 630 Third Street, Marietta, Ohio
McDonald, May.. Bellemeade Park, Nashville, Tennessee
MacGregor, Bernice.. 1119 Woodside Drive, Flint, Michigan
McKenzie, Margaret.. 2028 Main Street, La Crosse, Wisconsin
McKinstry, Mildred. 509 East Forty-first Street, Savannah, Georgia
Mannington, Martha Bell . 5325 East Seventeenth Avenue, Denver, Colorado
Manson, Geraldine Terre Haute. Indiana
Martin, Olive 1500 Acklen Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
May, Lois j 1129 Nye Avenue, Fremont, Nebraska
Miles, Polly 512 Houston. Kaufman. Texas
Miller, Beatrice Elkhorn. West \'irginia
Miller, Margaret Box 503, Culpepper. \'irginia
Mitchell, Dorys 420 Avenue I and Fifth Street, Crowley, Louisiana
Mitchener, Frances Sumner, Mississippi
Moore, Rosa ..Lula, Mississippi
Morgan, Mary Elizabeth. .Rayville, Louisiana
Moss. Nancybelle Mount Sterling, Kentucky
MouLTON, Katherine. 14 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Battle Creek, Michigan
Paris, Julia M - - .508 South Church Street, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin
Parrish, Polly 1611 Eighteenth Avenue. South. Nashville. Tennessee
Perkins, Jane 1008 Sixth Avenue, VVindom. Minnesota
Peterson, Ruth .4400 North Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Indiana
Phillips, Elizabeth. 513 South Main Street, New Castle, Indiana
Pittman, Mary 715 Furman Avenue, Corpus Christi, Texas
Ramsey. Mary' P. O. Box 7, Farmerville, Louisiana
Rankin. Jean.. .1007 Kensington Road, Grosse Point, Michiu-an
Ri:ed. Barbara - 20 Lakewood Avenue, Schenectady. New ^'ork
Roach, Ada Newport, Michigan
Rutherford, Katheryn . 611 Gallatin Road, Nashville. Tennessee
Ryan, Mary 451 Harvard Terrace, Frankfort, Indiana
Sanderson, Camille 201 North Gaines Street, Ennis, Texas
Scheumann, Margaret .4029 South Harrison Street, F'ort Wayne, Indiana
SciiRUBB, Marion .459 Second Avenue. Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Scott, Cecelia ..2308 South Cincinnati, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Si-:i.lars, Dorothy 422 Park .\\'cnuc, Burlington, N(.)rth Carc^lina
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Sellers, Helen Tyler Hill, Anniston, Alabama
Shannon, Bettie 271!5 Hampshire Avenue, Hyde Park, Cincinnati, Ohio
Shirk, Elizabeth .200 Walnut Street, Hanover, Pennsylvania
SiEGRiST, Anna 5109 Georiga Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Smith, Mildred Ann __Weslaco, Texas
Spalding, Victoria 134 Bridge Street, East Belleville, Ontario, Canada
Spann, Jeanette 802 West Main Street, Dothan, Alabama
Sprague, Alice 1305 North Eleventh Street, Beatrice, Nebraska
Springer, Alice Wray 1300 Acklen Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee
Staten, Ruth _ 4009 Pershing Drive, EI Paso, Texas
Stebbens, Dorothy Garyville, Louisiana
Sydnor, Margaret 211 North Seventh Street, iMayfield, Kentucky
Taylor, Anna Bob 3710 Mount Vernon, Houston, Texas
Taylor, Mary Helen 333 West Fourth Street, Elyria, Ohio
Thomas, Emmalee Anne 28 Kenmore Road, Indianapolis, Indiana
Thornton, Eleanor 715 Elm, Pawnee, Oklahoma
Tietjen, Vilma 4668 Thirtieth Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
TwiTTY, Charlotte 3319 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana
Van Dyke, Muriel 1203 Sixteenth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee
VoLKMAN, Anease Menard, Texas
VON Seggern, Jane Wayne, Nebraska
Wallin, Lucille 32 Bridge Street, Sidney, New York
Watkins, Allie 205 South Franklin, Aberdeen, Mississippi
Watson, Billie Holley 1612 Sixth Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas
Whittier, May___ 605 Burlington Street, Holdrege, Nebraska
WiLKERSo N, Helen Woodlawn Drive, Nashville. Tennessee
WooLF, Eleanor 2114 Kanawha Street, Charleston, West Virginia
Zarne, Lucille 4001 North Prospect Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
BOARDING STUDENTS
Amter, Harriett .1 844 Lafayette Street, Denver, Colorado
Anderson, Allis Route 1, Council Bluffs, Iowa
Anderson, Mvry Robb 529 South Hull Street, Montgomer\-, Alabama
Applegath, Judy i 180 Lane Street, Portland, Oregon
Arnold, Jane Carman, Illinois
AsBURY, Elizabeth 1922 State Street, New Orleans, Louisiana
Atkin, Kathryn 564 West Second Street, Hoisington, Kansas
Augustine, Mercedes 1915 West Charles Street, Grand Island, Nebraska
Badger, Leola 5745 North Pennsylvania Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana
Bain, Helen _ Pawnee, Illinois
Baker, Wilma La Crosse, Kansas
Balsiger, Margaret— 442 West Sixty-seventh Terrace, Kansas City, Missouri
Barbrick, Cleone 2405 Greenwood Street, Pueblo, Colorado
Barrus, Isabell Carleton, Michigan
Battey, Rubie 453 Skokee Road, Glencoe, Illinois
Baylor, Peggy 766 Maury Arch, Glencove, Norfolk, Virginia
Beam, Mary 411 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Illinois
Bearman, Ruth 3565 Stoer Road. Cleveland. Ohio
Beecher, Viola i 214 Galesburg Road, Knoxville, Illinois
Beiter, Ruth 1004 Twenty-fourth Street, Northeast, Canton, Ohio
Berkey, Mayre 212 Jefferson Street, Elkhart, Indiana
Beeler, Anna Lou 1923 McCalla Avenue. Knoxville, Tennessee
Biedenharn, Margaret : 3204 Seymour Road, Wichita Falls, Texas
BiNYON, Elizabeth 2401 Archer, Fort Worth, Texas
Black, Ruth 1725N Street, Bedford, Indiana
Blackman, Gratia Belle 1806 Wood Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado
BoAGNi, Georgia Box 122, Opelousas, Louisiana
Boomhovver, Marguerite Bad Axe, Michigan
BoRTZ, Margie . ,. .479 Sunset View Drive. Akron, Ohio
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NAME ADDRESS
Bradbury, Evelyn 356 Woodmere, Southeast, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Branstrom, Mary Jane 338 Main Street, Fremont, Michigan
Browne, Eleanor 412 North Fourth Street, Marshalltown, Iowa
BuNN, Mary Elizabeth 427 Williams Street, Wavcross, Georgia
Burger, Pearl 1830 Coronada, Youngstown, Ohio
"uRGHER, iMary Stewart 3800 Shcnandoah Avenue, Dallas, Texas
UTTs, Hilda 820 North Moffett, Joplin, Missouri
Butts, Mariana ..820 North Moffett, Joplin, Missouri
Caldwell, Winnie 16 Algonquin Lane, Webster Groves, Missouri
Calhoun, Loula Flora 316 South Judson Street, Fort Scott, Kansas
Calvert, Mary Majestic Hotel, Lake Charles, Louisiana
Campbell, Emily _231 North Main Street, Suffolk, \'irginia
Candler, Helen 1260 Briar Cliff Road, Atlanta, Georgia
Candler, Martha 1260 Briar Cliff Road, Atlanta, Georgia
Canterberry, Marjorie Box 156, Huntsville, Alabama
Carr, Edith 1404 North Broadway, Shawnee, Oklahoma
Carruth, Lotitia Bells'Hill, Chillicothe, Ohio
Carter, Alice 213 North Alameda, Carlsbad, New Mexico
Carter, Suzanne 103 Leland Avenue, New Rochelle, New York
Chafey, Louise 138 Oley Avenue, Reading, Pennsylvania
Chance, Eleanor I.Br>-an, Texas
Clark, Kathryn 1130 Chestnut Street, Port Huron', Michigan
Cochrane, Alys Macie 820 Windsor Avenue, Bristol, Tennessee
Colley, Ophelia Centreville, Tennessee
Cook, Chastaine 636 Seminole Avenue, Northeast, Atlanta, Georgia
Cook, Eleanor 2701 Cleveland Avenue, Northwest, Canton, Ohio
CowDEN, Walter Fay 111 North F Street, Midland, Texas
Cox, Linda . 917 Springdale Road, Atlanta, Georgia
Crews, Annie Ruth 601 Avenue E, Northwest, Childress, Texas
Crow, Elizabeth 1604 East Jefferson Boulevard, South Bend, Indiana
Crutcher, Elizabeth 2319 West Broadway, Muskogee, Oklahoma
Davenport, Virginia 1244 Fairv'iew, Sapulpa, Oklahoma
Davis, Addie Lee 412 East Miami Street, McAlcster, Oklahoma
Davis, Maria Box 324, Bassier, Louisiana
DeBona, Antoinette 128 West Magnolia, San Antonio. Texas
DeGarmo, June Milford, Michigan
Dills, Louise 409 South Thirteenth Street, Muskogee, Oklahoma
Dix, Frances 2229 College Avenue, Terre Haute, Indiana
Dobbie, Helen 707 Benoni Avenue, Fairmont, West Virginia
Donkle, Lorraine 6718 Oglesby Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
DowLiNG, Charline Munfordville, Kcntuck\-
Downie, Elizabeth 573 South Market Street, New Wilmington, Pennsvlvani'a
Duncan, Carolyn Lake Butler, Florida
Dunglinson, Mary 121 Summers, Bluefield, West Virginia
Dysart, Marjorie 703 Second Street. Elko, Nevada
Earle, Catherine Giard, Louisiana
Eberhardt, Mary 216 Eaton Avenue, Hamilton, Ohio
Ekel, Willa 734 North Washington, Liberal. Kansas
Ellis, Elizabeth 214 Pleasantview Avenue, Louisville, Kentuckv
Emrick, Nancy ._ 719 La Salle Street, Ottawa, Illinoi's
England, Phyllis^ Woodland, Michigan
Epperson, Jane Ann Algood, Tennessee
Edmondson, Frances Ravmer 1908 Arlington Place, Madison, Wisconsin
Esiielman, Mary Luetta Route 3, Lancaster, Pennsvlvania
Evans, Katherine 66 North Cedar Lawn Circle. Galveston', Texas
Farris, Audrey 604 South Third Street, Floydada, Texas
Feltus, Marceline Natchez, Mississippi
Ferer. Sara 5101 Davenport Street, Omaha, Nebraska
Fish, Dorris. 5844 Stony Island Avenue. Chicago, Illinois
Flentye, Marian 919 Central Avenue, Wilmette. Illinois
Flinn, Eugenia . Hornando, Mississippi
Focke, Ellen 2626 Avenue .01/2, Galveston, Texas
Ford, Julia 1412 Chamberlain .'Vvenue, Chattanooga, Tennessee
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NAME y\DDRESS
Francis, Margaret ___ Courthouse Square, Midland, Texas
Frazier, Lydia 2033 Main Street, Elwood, Indiana
Friedman, Estelle 531 Shaw Avenue, McKeesport, Pennsylvania
Fritz, Dorothy 207 East Wheeling Street, Lancaster, Ohio
Funk, Dorothy 1403 Old Orchard Road, Vincennes, Indiana
Gambell, Alberta 4024 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa
Garber, Anita 32 North Twenty-eighth Avenue, East, Duluth, Minnesota
Garthoffner, Emmy Lou _ 4438 West Pine Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri
GiLLis, LoRA 125 Columbus Street, Elyria, Ohio
GissLER, Maria 6935 Amherst Avenue, University City, Missouri
Goldman, Helen 401 South Walnut, Demopolis, Alabama
Goldman, Ruth 4411 Lake Drive, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Gray, Mary Lou- 714 Walnut Street, Erie, Pennsylvania
Gregg, Marian 153 South Avenue, Bradford, Pennsylvania
Griffiths, Dorothy 1072 Forty-fourth Street, Des Moines, Iowa
Grigware, Helen 605 West Main Street, Midland, Michigan
Grosberg, Jean 356 Arden Park, Detroit, Michigan
Gurley, jVIarguerite _424 East Blackwell Avenue, Blackwell, Oklahoma
Guthrie, Catherine 632 North Franklin Street, Greensburg, Indiana
Hamilton, Elizabeth 1830 Verona Road, Kansas City, Missouri
Harvey, Kathryn 419 Highland Drive, Fountain City, Tennessee
Haspel, Natalie 16 Fontaine Bleau Drive, New Orleans, Louisiana
Ha->vkins, Elizabeth Franklin, Tennessee
Hay, Lucille 9 Windermere Place, St. Louis, Missouri
Head, Bettie Lee Moss Point, Mississippi
Helme, Martha 105 South Superior Street, Angola, Indiana
Hilbert, Louise Woodland, Michigan
Hair, Doris 4121 Central Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana
Hay, Margaret 625 North Washington, El Dorado, Arkansas
Hooks, Corrie Louise 1849 Calder Avenue, Beaumont, Texas
Holden, Buddy 527 Warwick Road, Kenilworth, Illinois
Holmes, Elizabeth 217 Ward Street, Yazoo City, Mississippi
HoRMEL, Juanita
'
Fairview Place, Austin, Minnesota
Horner, Frances 700 South Tenth Street, Lafayette, Indiana
HosKiNSON, Claire 68 Observatory Circle, Washington, D. C.
Howell, Helen lowoaa Hotel, Creston, Iowa
HowK, Anna Martha Cynt hiana, Kentucky
Hunter, Dorothy ^ __1201 Twenty-third, Galveston, Texas
Hutchens, Barbara Ann 1005 Pasadena Drive, Fort Wayne, Indiana
Jacobs, Virginia Lake City, Iowa
Janowsky, Nan Sophian Plaza, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Jarboe, Louise 3714 Madison Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri
Jarrett, Virginia 900 Broad Street, Dunbar, West Virginia
Jenkins, Jane 319 East Third, Russellville, Arkansas
Jeter, Ann 1325 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia
Johnson, Lillian
,
212 Austin, West, Monroe, Louisiana
Johnston, Sybilla. 123 Manor Lane, Fort Thomas, Ken tuckv
Johnstone, Helen. 452 Lafayette Street, Denver, Colorado
Jarvis, Mary Sue Route 6, Box 270, Fort Worth, Texas
Kaplan, Frieda 217 Washington Street, Monroe, Louisiana
Kaufman, Bernice Lake Providence, Louisiana
Kelley, Betty 119 South Fifty-first Street, Omaha, Nebraska
Kelley, Margaret : New Church, Virginia
Kelley, Mary Ann 2316 Pillsbury Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Kennedy, Isabelle 201 North Spring Avenue, La Grange, Illinois
King, Jane 1350 East Twenty-sixth Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Kirkpatrick, Marian 1116 South Lawton, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Knowles, Jeanette 337 College Avenue, Richmond, Indiana
Kruse, Geneva 2805 Fairfield, Fort Wayne, Indiana
KuEHMSTED, Mary 31 Third Street, Hinsdale, Illinois
Laird, Gail 209 Third Street, Southeast, Waverly, Iowa
Lang, Lois 833 Oxford Street, Berkeley, California
Langford, Elizabeth 1300 Tilden Street, Wichita Falls, Texas
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Lauder, Mary _ 304 North Second Street, Monmouth, Illinois
Lawther, Evelyn .105 First Avenue, Northeast, OeKvein, Iowa
Lee, Georgia _ Harlan, Kentucky
Leffler, Kate__ 328 East Forty-fourth Street, Savannah, Georgia
Lege, Shirley 5302 Swiss Avenue, Dallas, Texas
Lenhein, Helen Bainbridge, New ^ork
Lewman, Mary .45 Hill Road, Castlewood. Louisville, Kentucky
Lindsay, Gladys 806 North Gay Street, Mount \'ernon, Ohio
Livingston, Elise _. Pleasant \alley. Wheeling, West \irginia
LoRiCK, Mildred 2724 Walton Way, Augusta, Georgia
Lainez, Maria _ -Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Central America
Leonard, Josephine. 2514 Market Street, Voungstown, Ohio
LovELLETTE, Emeline 1201 \\ est Sears, Denison, Texas
Low, Marion 241 \'olusia, Dayton, Ohio
LiKi;, Waunita North American Hotel, Ottawa, Kansas
Luther, Jeanne Cimarron, Kansas
-McCoxnell, Josephine 2100 Marshall, Little Rock, Arkansas
McCord, Hazel 510 North Canal Street, Carlsbad, New Mexico
McCoRMicK, Judith Albany, Indiana
McDonald, Mary Ruth Box 442, Vincennes, Indiana
MacKlnzie, Carolyn. 3801 Ingomar Street, Chevy Chase, Washington, District of Columbia
McKknzie, Emily Ashburn, Georgia
McNeill, Bettie 1230 East Seventeenth Place, Tulsa, Oklahoma
McQuiLKiN, Janet 16 Jefferson Street, Bradford. Pennsylvania
Mackey, Marjorie 220 Main Cross, Bowling Green, Missouri
Macee, Genevieve 2120 Wallingford Road, Ann Arbor. Michigan
Malone, Elizabeth ..500 West Avenue D. Heavener, Oklahoma
Maloney, Danesia. '. . North Street. White Plains, New York
Manning, Elizabeth 24 Lambell Street, Charleston. South Carolina
-Martin. Clata Lee 610 Cotton States Building. Nashville. Tennessee
Martin. Mary 454 South Fifth Street, Watseka, Illinois
Mauer. Reba 847 Barnett Avenue, Kansas Cit)-, Kansas
Means, Gloria 3420 Forest Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa
Millard, Jeanette 70 Huntington Road, Atlanta. Georgia
Miller, Virginia : 1128 West Stephenson Street. Freeport, Illinois
Mills, Margaret 501 West Michigan Avenue, Lansing, Michigan
MoBLEY, Nancy i 15 West Twenty-eighth Street, Atlanta. Georgia
Moore, Delores 300 Congress Street. Bradford. Pennsylvania
MooRK, Mary Jane 423 Belleview Avenue, Webster Groves. Missouri
Morgan, Barbara 61 S Broad Street. La Grange, Illinois
Morgan, Mildred 208 Congress Street, Bradford, Pennsylvania
MoRisoN, Annis. 413 Maryland Axenue, Bristol, Tennessee
Morris, Sadie Louise
.
P. O. Box 35, Demopolis. Alabama
Morton. Madeleine 1116 Hanover Square. Brunswick. Georgia
Motlow. Avon Lynchburg, Tennessee
Motter. Jeanette 4121 North Stowell Avenue, Ntilwaukec, Wisconsin
MoYLE, Dorothy 137 Church .\venue, Oglesb\-, Illinois
Murphy, Betty 40 East Oak Street. Chicago. Illinois
Nance, Camilla _ .308 Railroad .\venue. Marshall. Texas
Neeley, Marion .' 207 East Eighth Street. Waynesboro. Georgia
Neisler, Pauline. '_ 414 North Peidmont Avenue, Kings Mountain. North Carolina
Neuhauser, Mildred 408 West Wiley .\venue, Bluffton. Indiana
Nevvton, Mary No. 712, 6214 Winthrop Avenue, Chicago. Illinois
O'Donnell. Kathleen 504 South Jefferson Street. Junction City, Kansas
O'Donnell, Mary , .401 North Douglas, Ellworth. Kansas
Oehm, Maria 1813 Pine Street, El Dorado. Illinois
Olmsted. Avis 2256 Francis Lane. W. H.. Cincinnati. Ohio
OsTERMAN, Constance . 511 West Sixth Street, Seymore, Indiana
OviATT, Donna ...3052 Huntington Road, Cleveland. Ohio
OvvENS. Elizabeth ^ .16 Verona .\venue. Montgonier\'. .Mabama
Page, Harriett '. 634 Fortieth Street. Des Moines, Iowa
Parks, Frances 257 Glenwood Drive, Chattanooga, Tennessee
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NAME ADDRESS
Pattillo, Flora 801 Dallas Street, Selma, Alabama
Peak, Jeanette.. 606 N Street, Albion, iMichigan
Peckham, Grace Taft, Texas
EELER, Sammy Louise Kosciuko, Mississippi
'krn er, Elizabeth Ozona, 'I'exas
Peterson, Eleanor New Baltimore, Michigan
Phillips, Emmy Lou 2501 Broadway, Galveston, Texas
Pillans, Ethel Fair 922 Ocklawaha Avenue, Ocala, Florida
Plunkett, Ann _._2309 Summit Avenue, Little Rock, Arkansas
PoLHEMUs, Margaret 528 East Fifty-sixth Street, Kansas City, Missouri
Porter, Mary Katherine 607 Fifth Avenue, West, Springfield', Tennessee
Pratt, Mildred Ann 179 South Fairview, St. Paul, Minnesota
Raynor, Winogene 1817 Jerome Street, Lansing, Michigan
Read, Marietta 2736 Virginia Avenue, Louisville, Kentuck\-
Reager, Aileen 1529 Tyler Park Drive, Louisville, Kentucky
Rebman, Annie Kate Courtland, Alabama
Remington, AIarjory 520 Grand Boulevard, Park Ridge, Illinois
Reynolds, Dorothy 1519 Hinman Avenue, Evantson, Illinois
Reynolds, Katherine.' Cave City, Kentucky
Reynolds, Mary Elizabeth 1404 East Ninth Street, Okmulgee, Oklahoma
Reynolds, Muriel 1519 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
Richards, Eleanor 133 Heller Parkway, Newark, New Jersey
Rickmax, Marybelle 613 Canal Street, Carlsbad, New Mexico
RiECKOFF, Phillis Orange Citv, Iowa
Rivers, Dorothy Alden Bridge, Louisiana
Rathbone, Helen 523 Abbotteford Road, Kenilworth, Illinois
Roach, Mary Alliene 219 East Thirteenth Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Roberts, Dorothy 617 Wenonah Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois
Roberts, Lorraine Sunset Drive, Anniston, Alabama
Robinson, Frances 2404 Kings Way, Augusta, Georgia
Rose, Janet Elizabeth 533 South Webster Avenue, Green Bay, Wisconsin
RowE, Lorraine 177th Street and 144th Avenue, St. Albana,'Long Island
Rudder, Peggy : Stevenson, Alabama
Rush, Kathryn _ 416 Wyandette, Bartlesville, Oklahoma
Russel, Dorothy 1721 Tyler Street, Amarillo, Texas
Russell, Elaine 23 Main Street, Bradford, Pennsylvania
Russell, Katharine ^ 1206 Seventh Avenue, Jasper, Alabama
Rutherford, Sarah Franklin, Alabama
Rymer, Ruth . 2620 Ocoee Street, Cleveland, Tennessee
Saip, Naomi 2020 First Street, Belleville, Kansas
Sallee, Genevieve 302 Bettis Street, Pocahontas, Arkansas
Sample, Edwina___^ 4247 St. James Place, San Diego, California
Sanders, Mary 204 South Fifth Street, Burlington, Kansas
Schaller, Loretta _ 105 East Fourth Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Schilling, Florence 931 South Madison Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin
Schroeder, Margaret 2849 Lee Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio
ScHUETZE, Virginia Louise i 1202 East Broadway, Waukesha, Wisconsin
ScHULZ, BiLLiE S3 Cedar Street, Wyandotte, Michigan
Schulz, Louise North Second Road, Rockford, Illinois
Scott, Elizabeth Ann 2308 South Cincinnati, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Searles, Ruth 729 Church Street, Sulphur Springs, Texas
Sellars, Dorothy Louise __ 422 Park Avenue, Burlington, North Carolina
Shackell, Ruth English 67 South Nunn Avenue, East Orange, New Jersey
Shepard, Mollie 512 Narrow Lane Road, Montgomery, Alabama
Sherwood, Eleanor 717 Fourth Avenue, North, Great Fall's, Montana
Sherwood, Marjorie 717 Fourth Avenue, North, Great Falls, Montana
Shira, Evelyn 331 Highland Avenue. Ravenna, Ohio
SiDOWAY, Maria 509 North Military Street, Lawrenceburg, Tennessee
SiLVER.MAN, Marian 5837 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri
Simpson, Margaret J_. .Short Street, Monticello, Kentuckv-
Sims, Frances 414 East Franklin Street, Hillsboro, Texas
Sitton, Margaret 7255 Maryland Street, University City, Missouri
Slocum, Thei.ma '_._ Pharr, Texas
^
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Smith, Frances 107 West Washington Street, I-'ayeiteville, Tennessee
Smith, Sarah Tiptonville, Tennessee
Spen'cer, Mildred Signal Mountain, Tennessee
Sqlibb, Marian _ 240 Sunnyside Avenue, Aurora, Indiana
Squire, Kmily .2533 Fairmont Boulevard, Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Standiker, Dorothy __ 502 West Broadway, Elk City, Oklahoma
Steel, Jane 5202 Burt Street, Omaha, Nebraska
Stewart, Dorothy Maple Springs, New York
Strangward, Rljth 1647 Elmwood Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio
Swan, Ruth __ Konawa, Oklahoma
SwiNK, Mildred.- 1215 Yorkshire Road, Grosse Pointe, Michigan
Taylor, Betty 1844 South Wisconsin Street, Racine, Wisconsin
Taylor, Jane 1844 South Wisconsin Street, Racine, Wisconsin
Taylor, Peggy 511 South Mulberry, Eastland, Texas
Taylor, Wanda 216 Elmwood Street, Pontiac, Illinois
Temple, Martha Pineland, Texas
Terry, Jane St. Paul Hotel, St. Paul, Minnesota
Thomas, Elizabeth.. 3 Niles Road, Austin, Texas
Thomas, Helen 348 Beryn Road, Birmingham, Michigan
Thomas, IVIary Evelyn 348 Beryn Road, Birmingham, Michigan
Thome, Genevra 562 West Main Street, Sparta, Wisconsin
Thompson, Courtney 181 Congress Street, Bradford, Pennsylvania
Thompson, Jean 181 Congress Street, Bradford. Pennsylvania
Throgmorton, Virginia 6225 Kenmore Avenue, Chicago. Illinois
TiD.MORE, Roberta 306 South Tin .\venue, Deming, New Mexico
ToMLiNSON, Maragret 5215 Jackson, Omaha, Nebraska
ToNEY, Rose 1 ^..433 North Henrj", Morristown, Tennessee
TowNSEND, Betty 4100 Broadway, San Antonio, Texas
Travis, Marjorie 1702 South Boulder, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Troxel, Mary Elizabeth 615 Bower Street, Elkhart, Indiana
TuRRELL, Mary Louise 42 North Franklin Street, Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania
Van Allen, Sadie Mae 2224 Riverside Drive, Houston, Texas
Vanden Berg, Jean Woodcliff Park, Grand Rapids. Michigan
VanDervort, Florence 205 East Oglcsby, Salem, Illinois
Van Dyke, Mary Elizabeth 1902 Jackson Street, Sioux City, Iowa
Vaughn, Erin Tiptonville, Tennessee
\ ERNON, Dorothy. 105 Harwood Avenue. Lebanon, Missouri
ViCKERS, Edith Route 3, Eaton, Indiana
Vinson, Willamae 301 Oakwood Avenue, Ottumwa. Iowa
Wallace, Evelyn 100 East Maple Avenue, La Grange, Illinois
Wallace, Juliette Maine and James, Buena Vista, Colorado
Wareham, Virginia Route 2. Diagonal, Iowa
Warren, Mary Elizabeth .41^ West Central Park Avenue, Davenport, Iowa
Welch, Virginia .^ Savannah, Tennessee
Westervelt, Louise .1|^.2410 North Broadway, Shelbyville, Illinois
Wiegand, Ruth 12a Calle Monterrey, No. 214, Alexico, D. F.
Williams, Pauline Star Route, Yazoo City, Mississippi
Willis, Alma. 1001 Main Street, McCook, Nebraska
Winter, Barbra " 280 Davis Street, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada
Woods, Clair NeLl 1912 Wentworth, Houston, Texas
Wormley, Jean 901 Garfield Avenue, Rockford, Illinois
Wright, Cile Bannockburn, Deerfield, Illinois
Wyatt, Georgia South Seventh Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
Yeager, Bessie Mae 516 Northwest Second Street, Mineral Wells, Texas
Yochum, Doris 299 South County Line Road, Hinsdale, Illinois
Zellers, Erna Ruth 105 West King Highway, San .\ntonio, Texas
White, Helen R. F. D. Box 479, Port -Arthur, Texas
MANSON, Geraldine 25 Monroe Boulevard, Terre Haute, Indiana
Merillst, Margaret 1101 East Broadway, Monmouth. Illinois
Olson, Margaret. -905 South Locust Street, Freeport, Illinois
Rathbone, Ruth. 2(A9 Edgehill Road, Cleveland, Ohio
Schneider, Selma 2805 Dumesnil Street, Louisville, Kentucky
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Music Will Complete the Joys
of Your Home
55 AGNIFICENT furniture, rare paintings,
MUfl and exquisite drapery are evidences
of affluence and good taste; but what do
these things, beautiful as they may be, con-
tribute to the culture and happiness of the
owner? That a house is wonderfully fur-
nished does not by any means indicate that
it is a happy home. Something more is re-
quired, and that is music.
Music from time immemorial has always
been and still is the greatest entei'tainer
the world has ever kown. In the most
beautiful homes, in the humblest abode, its
influence is recognized.
What a sad commentary to see a home
vvithout a musical instrument
!
Then let us not forget the
importace of a fine piano,
a Duo - Art Reproducing
Piano, or dependable Ra-
dio. All of these as well
as every musical require-
ment are available at "Mu-
sic Headquarters" upon
most convenient terms.
O.K.HCWCI: FIAMO CS
611 Church Street—Vendome Building
Our
Honor Roll
OF
Leading
Pianos
Steinway
Weber
George Steck
Vose
Kurtzman
Wheelock
Stroud
The Duo-Art
Reproducing
Piano
AND
Others
LITTLE ROCK
309-311 Main St.
MEMPHIS
103 So. Main St.
That Radiant Clow
of Health . .
.
Students must realize the necessity of adding
to the diet foods that ave most nourishing and
invigorating. It is a vital period of life, when
vitamins contained in MILK are so greatly
needed for that radiant glow of HEALTH.
CREAM CREST MILK
Is distinguished as
—
Superior in Quality
Extra Rich — Extra Safe
Perfectly Pasteurized
Safeguarded by Science
Protected by an Inside Cap
Special Hood Cap and Welded Seal
Nashville Pure Milk Company
Now ... as Then . . . the young elite are drawn to our doors. 1S62 saw pi(iuant
society buds in swirling crinolines rustle litclitly into our store. 1931 sees tlieir grand-
daughters, with eyes more roving, feet more dancing, stepping in a bit more boldly. . . .
drawn, as w^ere their ancestors, by a store that has won its prestige through fashion-right,
honest merchandise, always justly sold. . . . Loveman, Berger and Teitlebaum.
PARCEL-POST ORDERS
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
SWISS
CLEANERS
Nashville's Largest and Best
Dry Cleaning Establishment
Expert Shoe Repairing and Shoe Dyeing
NASHVILLE, TENN.

HALL & Benedict
;etna
INSURANCE
S ER VIC E,
NASHVILLE TRUST BUILDING

H. P. Murrey & Co.
Wholesale Grocers
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Distributors of
Register of Merit Food Products
KLEEMAN 'S
TEA ROOM
CAND ES
329 Union Street
NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
Alloway Brothers Co.
Distributors of
Milk Fed Poultry
Table Test Eggs
Fancy Creamery Butter
150 Second Avenue, South
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
ICE CREAM
The Best Since 1890
"The Flavor's There"
BENSON
PRINTING
COMPANY
YOUNG WOMEN'S NOVELTY
FOOTWEAR
4]if
A Most Complete Hosiery Department
Mail Orders Solicited
MEADORS
"BURN
ST.
BERNARD
COAL
FROM OUR OWN
MINES DIRECT
TO THE
CONSUMERS
SINCE 1870
HOOPER LOV
ST. BERNARD CC
PHONE 6-3101 33-35 ARC
E, Man
)AL
;ade
ager
COMPANY
NASHVILLE, TENN
IF YOU WANT FIRST-CLASS
MEAT
You Can Rest Assured That
We Have It
A ex Warner & Son
STALL 17 MARKET HOUSE
Phone Us When You Want It Again
Foster & Parkes Co.
DANCE PROGRAMS
CLUB BIDS
MONOGRAM STATIONERY
WEDDING INVITATIONS and
ANNOUCEMENTS
SOCIAL ENGRAVING
For All Occasions
215 Third Avenue, North
C T. Cheek & Sons
WHOLESALE GROCERS
No. 5 Cummins Station

''The South's
Largest Bookstore"
<iyf/ Your Service
Good books of all publishers in
stock, or can be furnished promptly.
History, Biography, Classics, Bibles, Tineology, Religion, Travel,
Adventure, Fiction
Fountain Pens, Pencils, Gift Novelties
MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
LAMAR & WHITMORE, Agents
810 Broadway Nashville, Tenn.
Hotel, Restaurant,
Cafeteria,
College, Institution
Equipment
and House Furnishings
HOTEL CHINA AND
GLASSWARE
McKay Cameron Co.
We SM lor Loss"
214 Thrd Avenue, North
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Phone 6-0427
WHITE'S
Trunks
and
Leather Goods
\ bQ'i Church Street
'/ 21 Arcade
Southern ^yKtm'd
COFFEE
zAsh Your Grocer for It
LAHART COFFEE COMPANY
NASHVILLE, TENN.
for
Flowers
ATLANTA CHATTANOOGA
NASHVILLE
The Tennessee
Electric
Power Co.
Extends Neighborly
Greetings to
WARD-BELMONT
And to All Students and
Former Students
Wherever They May Be
_
]
Nashville City Transfer Co., nc
Owners and Operators of
YELLOW CABS :: RED TOP CABS
BROWN BAGGAGE TRUCKS
OFFICIAL COMPANY FOR ALL RAILROADS AND LEADING HOTELS
Seven-Passenger Touring Cars for Sightseeing $3.00 per hour
BAGGAGE AGENTS FOR WARD-BELMONT
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN STUDENTS [
BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH TO DESTINATION jj
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE [l
1
REDUCED CAB RATES
No Charge for Extra Passengers
PHONE 6-0101
3 — MILES FOR — 50c
H. J. CRMES
COMPANY
215 Public Square
John Bouchard
& Sons Co.
Machlnis+s
Mill Supplies
Brass and Iron Founders
Manulnctuteti of
LYDA BRAND LEATHER BELTING
PLUMBING B HEATING |
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
York Ice Making
and
Refrigerating Machinery
NASHVILLE, TENN.
1
FAMOUS FOR
Fine Linens
Always Glad to Serve You
NASHVILLE TENNESSEE
l||
EE^
T. J. SM TH
Celery and Iceberg Lettuce
Every Day in the Year
Throughout the Years
—
Its uniform goodness
delights and pleases.
ICE CREAM
"Made Its Way by the
Way It's Made"
All Kinds
Fruits and
Vegetables
62 City Market
NASHVILLE, TENN.
hjouitttHih^loWerd.
B. H.
STIEF
JEWELRY CO.
Church Street at Capitol Boulevard
JEWELERS OF
DISTINCTION
SINCE 1858
HARR SON
BROS.
Jlorists
617 Church St.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
EXQUISITE GIFTS
SIMPLE OR ELABORATE
SMART ACCESSORIES
FOR PARTIES
BEAUTIFUL
STATIONERY
ENGRAVING
SOCIALLY CORRECT
^ ^I|
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